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gc constant, g c  =32.174^^— 
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MREL rotor relative Mach number 
V +V Mwave wake generator pressure wave Mach number, Afwove = — 
a-
Nc corrected speed 
p static pressure 
vi 
piniet static pressure measured at inlet 
P total pressure 
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PR pressure ratio 
Pref reference total pressure, Pref = 14.694 lbf/in2 
R gas constant 
s seconds or entropy 
t static temperature 
t» free stream static temperature 
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Tref reference total temperature, Tref = 518.688 °R 
u axial component of velocity 
v tangential component of velocity 
V velocity 
V. free stream velocity 
w radial component of velocity 
Y ratio of specific heats, y = Cp/Cv 
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~ HMet 
p density 
vii 
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ABSTRACT 
Although it is known that the flow field in a turbomachine is 
unsteady, current design tools do not explicitly account for it. One area of 
current interest is to evaluate the impact of unsteady flows on 
turbomachine performance in order to determine if an understanding of 
unsteady fluid dynamics can be used to improve performance and is it 
advantageous for this unsteadiness to be accounted for in the design of 
turbomachine components. 
In this dissertation blade-row interactions between an upstream 
stator row and downstream transonic rotor row are investigated. 
Experimental data acquired from a transonic compressor rig is presented 
that documents how changes in axial blade-row spacing and stator solidity 
affect compressor performance. Unsteady CFD simulations of the 
compressor are used to show what part of the compressor is responsible for 
performance changes and how unsteady fluid mechanics cause these 
changes. 
Mass flow rate, pressure ratio, and efficiency all decreased as the 
spacing between the wake generator and rotor was reduced. Reductions as 
much as 3.29% in pressure ratio and 1.26 points efficiency were observed 
as spacing between the blade-row was decreased from far to close. The 
number of blades in the wake generator blade-row also affected the stage 
performance. The higher the wake generator blade-row solidity the lower 
the pressure ratio, efficiency, and mass flow rate. The experimental data 
suggest the drop in performance is a result of increased loss production due 
to blade-row interactions. 
A numerical simulation using the code MSU-TURBO was able to 
account for the change in efficiency observed experimentally between far 
and close spacing at an operating point near peak efficiency. Analysis of the 
simulations and high-response static pressure measurements acquired on 
xi 
the stator blade surface reveal the fluid dynamics of this additional loss 
producing mechanism. At close spacing the rotor bow shock is actually 
chopped by the stator trailing edge. The shock diffracts around the trailing 
edge forming a pressure wave on the upper surface of the stator that 
propagates upstream until it weakens. In the reference frame relative to 
this pressure wave, the flow is supersonic and a moving shock wave exists 
that produces an entropy rise. The lower efficiency, pressure ratio, and 
mass flow rate measured at close spacing is a result of this extra loss. The 
magnitude of loss production is affected by the strength of the bow shock at 
the location it interacts with the trailing edge of the stator. Furthermore, 
the more blades present in the stator the more loss producing interactions 
take place. At far spacing the rotor bow shock has degenerated into a bow 
wave where it interacts with the stator trailing edge and is not chopped, 
therefore no pressure wave forms on the wake generator upper surface. 
The majority of research on blade-row spacing has focused on the 
effect of rotor-stator axial gap on compressor performance. This research 
shows that stator-rotor interactions are of equal if not greater importance to 
the performance of a transonic compressor. The investigation has identified 
an unsteady flow mechanism that affects the performance of transonic 
compressors and should be taken into account in the design process. This 
flow phenomena produces additional losses when the rotor bow shock 
interacts strongly with the trailing edge of the upstream stator row which 
occurs when the axial gap between the two rows is too small. 
1 
INTRODUCTION 
An understanding of the inherent unsteady flow through a 
turbomachine is necessary in order to comprehend and overcome many of 
the present day technical challenges encountered during the design and 
operation of improved high performance gas turbine engines. For example, 
unsteady flow phenomena are known to play a primary role in setting gas 
turbine engine operating limits such as stall inception and in producing 
aeromechanical excitations resulting in high cycle fatigue and noise. 
One area of current interest is to evaluate the impact of unsteady 
flows on turbomachine performance. The emphasis of this research has 
been to determine if an understanding of unsteady fluid dynamics can be 
used to improve performance and is it advantageous for this unsteadiness 
to be accounted for in the design of turbomachine components. To answer 
these questions it must be determined if potential performance gains are 
significant enough to warrant increased complexity in the design process 
and what level of design tool is necessary to account for unsteady flows in 
the design process. 
Although it is known that the flow field in a turbomachine is 
unsteady, design tools do not explicitly account for it. Multistage 
axisymmetric flow models assume the incoming flow to a blade row is a 
mixed-out average of the flow exiting the preceding blade row and that 
potential effects between blade rows are negligible. These models use 
empirical correlations based on an engine company's design experience to 
account for the effects of unsteady flow. The average passage model 
developed by Adamczyk [11 does account for the presence of neighboring 
blade rows through a time-average flow field representation. Still, its 
accuracy is dependent on the models used to account for the effects of the 
unsteady flow environment on the average-passage flow field. The only 
method that directly simulates the unsteady flow field in a turbomachine is 
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that which models the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes equations. 
However, the computer resources required to obtain a solution make this 
option impractical from a designers standpoint for the time being. For a 
historical perspective of multistage turbomachine design models see 
Adamczyk [2]. 
This research effort will evaluate and analyze the effects of blade-row 
interactions on the performance of an embedded transonic compressor 
stage. More specifically, the interactions between an upstream stator row 
and downstream transonic rotor row are investigated. The report will 
proceed by presenting a background on the subject of blade-row 
interactions and then describe the test article and instrumentation used to 
obtain the data. Experimental data acquired from the transonic compressor 
test rig that documents how changes in axial blade-row spacing affect 
compressor performance are then presented. The unsteady CFD code used 
to model the test compressor is then described followed by analysis to show 
what part of the compressor is responsible for performance changes and 
how unsteady fluid mechanics cause these changes. The report ends with 
conclusions on the role of blade-row interactions on transonic compressor 
performance. 
There are many sources of unsteady flow in a transonic compressor. 
Some examples are blade-row interactions (both wake-blade and potential), 
secondary flows such as corner vortices, passage vortices, and tip clearance 
flows, and trailing edge vortex shedding. The interaction between two 
adjacent blade rows is considered the most influential of these sources. 
This section will review pertinent research already accomplished in the area 
of blade-row interactions. The review will focus on the topics of subsonic 
rotor-stator interactions, stator-rotor interactions, and numerical modeling 
of stator-rotor interactions. 
3 
Subsonic Rotor-Stator Interactions 
Experimental results from a four-stage compressor published by 
Smith [31 and another multistage compressor experiment discussed by 
Mikolajczak [4) demonstrate that reducing the axial gap between blade rows 
in multistage compressors increased the pressure ratio and isentropic 
efficiency for a given flow coefficient. Both of these compressors were low-
speed with no shocks present. In each case efficiency was increased by one 
point when the blade-rows were moved from far spacing to close spacing. 
Smith [5,61 proposed that the performance gains were partially a result of 
inviscid wake defect reduction through stretching and introduced the 
concept of wake recovery. Smith has described wake recovery as the 
process that occurs when a viscous wake is flattened (or stretched) 
reversibly while passing through a blade row, thus avoiding some of the 
entropy rise that occurs when a wake is flattened entirely by viscous 
dissipation. The end result is a reduction of wake mixing loss. 
Since Smith's [61 description of wake recovery others have performed 
research that has helped understand the concept of wake recovery in rotor-
stator interactions. Deregal and Tan (7) were able to simulate wake 
stretching with a numerical model, which showed that if rotor wakes are 
mixed out after the stator passage rather than before the overall static 
pressure rise increases and the mixing loss decreases. Figure 1 from 
reference [71 illustrates the concept of wake stretching through a stator 
blade. 
Adamczyk [81 applied a linear model to a two-dimensional cascade 
and concluded that for highly unsteady flows the wake recovery process is a 
function of flow turning across the blade-row (airfoil circulation) and related 
to the vorticity of the incoming wakes. Furthermore it was shown that the 
potential existed to reduce wake mixing loss by as much as 70% through 
wake recovery. Building on ideas presented by Adamczyk [81, Van Zante et 
al. [91 developed a model to evaluate the relative contribution of viscous 
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Figure 1. Wake Stretching Through a Stator Blade [7] 
dissipation and inviscid stretching to the decay of a wake through a blade-
row. This model was applied to a high-speed compressor stage and showed 
that for the rotor wake passing through the stator, wake stretching was the 
dominant source of wake decay with viscous dissipation playing a minor 
role. It was concluded that to reduce the amount of mixing loss between 
blade-rows it would be beneficial to minimize axial spacing in order to 
capture the rotor wake sooner, thus allowing the rotor wake to mix out more 
by means of wake stretching than viscous dissipation. However it was 
assumed that closer spacing would not increase losses due to potential field 
interactions or wake-blade interactions. In order to account for the effects 
of recovery in turbomachinery analysis van de Wall [10] developed a 
deterministic stress model for the transport of upstream vortical 
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disturbances through a downstream blade row. Application of this model 
has shown that both inviscid and viscous mechanisms act to reduce the 
time-averaged unsteady kinetic energy and both need to be accounted for in 
order to accurately model the recovery process. The model also showed that 
the potential for reduced mixing loss still exists when the compressor stage 
is at an off-design condition. 
Stator-Rotor Interactions 
There has been some research on stator-rotor interaction in turbines 
that has produced findings applicable to compressors. Rose and Harvey 
[111 developed a simple model to estimate the ratio of work done on a stator 
wake to the work done on the freestream as it flows through a rotor. This 
ratio is defined as the differential work coefficient. Since more work is done 
on the stator wake than the freestream, the authors showed that the 
rotordynamic work process reduces the wake total pressure defect. It was 
also shown that more work is done on a wake if it is of low total pressure, 
which in turn reduces the mixing loss. Rose and Harvey [11] propose that 
the greater the total pressure deficit of the wake the greater the reduction in 
mixing loss and showed a reduction of 88% in wake mixing loss in their 
application. Since a stator wake will have greater wake depth the closer it is 
to the downstream rotor their results also imply that reducing blade row 
spacing would be advantageous to compressor performance. Not 
surprisingly. Rose and Harvey [11] suggest that their mechanism of 
differential work may be the same as wake stretching presented in 
references [5-10]. 
Experimental blade-row interaction studies in transonic compressors 
have focused on visualizing and quantifying the interaction mechanisms 
present in the flow field. Ottavy et al [12, 13] made laser two-focus 
anemometer measurements between an IGV and transonic rotor. The 
measurements and analysis concentrated on the interaction between the 
rotor bow shock and the wake shed from the IGV. It was concluded that the 
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shock wave had a much larger effect on the wake than the remainder of the 
flow. Upstream of the shock wave the wake depth was reduced and the 
wake was overturned as a result of an expansion zone in the flow due to the 
curvature of the rotor blade suction surface. Downstream of the shock wave 
the wake deficit increased and the wake was undertumed. 
Blade-row interactions are known to play a major role in producing 
forcing functions that contribute to high cycle fatigue. Sanders and Fleeter 
[14] have made both Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) and blade surface 
static pressure measurements in the IGV passage upstream of a transonic 
rotor. Their results showed that the flow field was highly unsteady due to 
the reflection and diffraction of the rotor bow shock in the IGV passage. The 
shock interaction with the IGV trailing edge caused the trailing edge 
stagnation point to move periodically from the pressure to suction surfaces 
of the IGV. This interaction accounted for peak-to-peak fluctuations in 
static pressure as large as 60% of the inlet total pressure. It was also 
shown that decreasing the axial spacing from 62.9% to 41.4% IGV chord 
increased the peak-to-peak static pressure fluctuations by 30%. 
Numerical Modeling of Stator-Rotor Interactions 
A limited amount of numerical studies of transonic stator-rotor 
interactions has been published. It should be noted that unsteady Navier-
Stokes codes are still in their infancy with little data available for validation. 
The turbulence model used can also have a significant impact on the 
computed results. Liamis et al [15] performed a simulation of an IGV-rotor 
combination with a quasi three-dimensional Navier-Stokes solver. Their 
results showed that the rotor bow shock interaction with the IGV wake had 
a large influence on the IGV instantaneous outlet angle and flow velocities. 
Variation of 8 degrees in IGV outlet angle and 80 m/ s in velocity were 
observed. It was also noted that the detached rotor bow shock became 
weaker upstream finally degenerating into a pressure wave in the IGV 
passage and reflected at the IGV blade surface. 
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Eulitz et al [16] performed a simulation of a stator-rotor interaction 
solving both inviscid and viscous equations in a two-dimensional plane. 
They showed that the rotor shock interaction with the upstream stator and 
its subsequent reflections was visible with the Euler (inviscid) solution. 
However the viscous solution shows additional features such as flow 
separation on the stator pressure surface due to the shock interaction with 
the stator blade boundary layer. The separation forms and disappears in 
conjunction with the blade passing period. 
Amone and Pacciani [17] compared steady and time-averaged 
computations of a rotor and stator stage. They found that the steady 
solution overpredicted the pressure ratio and adiabatic efficiency and 
attributed this to spurious shock reflections at the interface boundary. 
Their solution was to increase the axial gap of the steady solution after 
which the reflections decreased and the predicted performance was closer to 
the time-averaged solution. Although the authors found the discrepancy a 
result of numeric boundary conditions it never the less demonstrated that 
bow shock strength could play a role in the severity of transonic stator-rotor 
interactions. 
Value of Present Research 
Low speed experimental results have shown that decreasing blade-row 
spacing in a multistage compressor improves performance. Analytical 
studies on the subsonic flow of a rotor wake through a stator have 
demonstrated that the process of inviscid wake recovery through stretching 
is responsible for the increased performance. Transonic stator-rotor 
experimental and numerical research has shown that blade-row interactions 
are dominated by the rotor bow shock and its interaction with the shed 
wake and blade surface of the upstream stator. The research presented in 
this report continues the analysis of blade-row interaction by presenting for 
the first time the effect of stator-rotor axial spacing on mass flow rate, 
pressure ratio, and efficiency in a modern technology transonic compressor. 
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The majority of research on blade-row spacing has focused on the effect of 
rotor-stator axial gap on compressor performance. This research will prove 
that stator-rotor interactions are of equal if not greater importance to the 
performance of a transonic compressor. In addition the investigation will 
identify an unsteady flow mechanism that affects the performance of 
transonic compressors and should be taken into account in the design 
process. This flow phenomena produces additional losses when the rotor 
bow shock interacts strongly with the trailing edge of the upstream stator 
row which occurs when the axial gap between the two rows is too small. 
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STAGE MATCHING INVESTIGATION RIG 
All experimental and numerical research was performed on the U. S. 
Air Force's Stage Matching Investigation (SMI) rig. It is a high-speed, highly-
loaded compressor consisting of three blade-rows: a wake generator, rotor, 
and stator as shown in Figure 2. The rig was designed such that the wake 
generator to rotor axial spacing and the wake generator blade count could 
be varied. The wake generator spacings are denoted as "close", "mid", and 
"far". The mid and far spacings represent typical axial gaps found in 
operational fans and compressors. However, the current generation of high 
performance fans and compressors are being designed with the goal of 
minimizing blade-row spacing in order to reduce compressor length and 
thus weight and increase performance. The wake generator blade count can 
be set to 12, 24, or 40, or the rig can be run without any wake generators 
(identified as the "clean inlet" configuration). Table 1 gives the wake 
generator to rotor axial spacings normalized by the wake generator chord. 
Wake Generator Rotor Stator 
Exit 
Rakes Far Mid 
Close 
Figure 2. Stage Matching Investigation Rig Layout 
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Table 1. Wake Generator-Rotor Axial Spacing 
Spacing ax/c (mean) ax/c (hub) ax/c (tip) 
Close 0.13 0.10 0.14 
Mid 0.26 0.26 0.26 
Far 0.55 0.60 0.52 
ax = axial spacing 
c = wake generaor chord 
Compressor Stage 
The rotor and stator were designed by Law and Wennerstrom [18]. A 
summary of the SMI stage aerodynamic design parameters is given in Table 
2 and photographs of the rotor and stator are shown in Figure 3. 
Table 2. SMI Aerodynamic Design Parameters 
PARAMETER ROTOR STATOR 
Number of Airfoils 33 49 
Aspect Ratio - Average 0.961 0.892 
Inlet Hub/Tip Ratio 0.750 0.816 
Flow/Annulus Area, lbm/sec 40.000 
Flow/Unit Area, lbm/sec/ft2 17.502 
Flow rate, lbm/sec 34.460 
Tip Speed, Corrected ft/sec 1120 
MREL LE Hub 0.963 0.820 
MREL LE Tip 1.191 0.690 
PR Rotor 1.880 
T|tso Rotor, % 93.5 
PR Stage - 1.840 
T|iso Stage, % — 90.2 
D Factor Hub 0.545 0.502 
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Table 2 (continued) 
PARAMETER ROTOR STATOR 
D Factor Tip 0.530 0.491 
LE Tip Dia., in. 19.000 19.000 
LE Hub Dia., in. 14.250 15.502 
TE Tip Dia., in. 19.000 19.000 
TE Hub Dia., in. 15.244 15.896 
Wake Generators 
The purpose of the wake generators are to create wakes typically 
found in modern-technology, highly-loaded, low-aspect-ratio fan and 
compressor front stages. In general these wakes are turbulent and do not 
decay as rapidly as wakes from high-aspect-ratio stages with lower loading. 
The wake generators were designed with the intent of producing a two-
dimensional representation of wakes measured at the exit of a high-
pressure-ratio, low-aspect-ratio fan stage reported by Creason and 
Baghdad! [19). A two-dimensional representation was desired in order to 
isolate the effect of different wake parameters during the experiment. 
Variations of the baseline wake generator design were available to change 
the wake depth, width, and shedding frequency if desired. 
There are many sources of flow unsteadiness in fan and compressor 
middle stages but as presented in the background section the most 
influential are when the wakes shed from an upstream blade-row interact 
with a downstream blade-row. These wakes produce high frequency and 
periodic changes in inlet pressure, velocity, temperature, turbulence and 
incidence angle. Stator wakes are chopped and passed by the downstream 
rotor, affecting the rotor blade work and boundary layer characteristics. 
These wakes are also likely to affect the performance of other downstream 
blade-rows. 
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Figure 3a. SMI Rotor 
Figure 3b. SMI Stator 
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The wake generators are uncambered symmetric airfoils that do not 
turn the flow. As shown in Figure 4 the wake generators have a small 
leading edge and a blunt trailing edge. This shape creates a large base drag 
and no swirl. Solidity is held constant from hub to tip by varying the chord, 
the intent being to hold spanwise loss and wake width constant. 
Test Facility 
The SMI rig was tested in the Compressor Aero Research Lab (CARL) 
located at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, OH. A schematic of the facility 
is shown in Figure 5. The compressor is driven by a 2000 hp constant 
speed electric motor that is connected to an eddy-current coupling to 
control speed. Between the compressor drive shaft and the eddy-current 
coupling is a speed increaser that produces a marimnm rotational speed of 
21,500 rpm. The CARL facility may be run in either a closed or open loop 
configuration. Closed loop operation allows the test article to be run at 
reduced inlet pressures thus decreasing the required horsepower and 
eliminating some run restrictions resulting from high ambient air 
temperature. All testing of the SMI rig was done in the open loop 
Figure 4. Wake Generator Cross Section 
/ \ / \ / V 
/ \ 
/ \ 
lC 
Open Loop Exhaust 
• Open Loop Intake 
Turning Vanes 
Filters 
Turning Vanes 
Turbulence Screen 
Filters Cooling Colls 
Venturl 
7f 
Turning Vanes 
Perforated Cone 
Inlet Measurement Plane 
, Turbulence Screens 
Tube Bundle 
Perforated Cone 
Surge Valve 
Speed Increaser 
Eddy Current Coupling 
/ 
Throttle 
Test Article i - - —  2000HP Electric Motor 
Figure 5. CARL Facility 
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configuration. The CARL facility can accommodate mass flow rates in the 
range of 15 to 65 lbm/s. Hie data acquisition hardware is state-of-the-art 
and capable of measuring steady-state temperatures and pressures and 
recording analog signals from high-response pressure transducers and 
strain gauges. The facility is also capable of making radial and 
circumferential traverse measurements in the compressor flowpath. A 
photograph of the SMI rig installed in the CARL facility is shown if Figure 6. 
Test Article Instrumentation 
Exit conditions measured to compute compressor performance 
(pressure ratio and efficiency) were obtained from an array of total pressure 
and total temperature probes. The exit instrumentation consisted of ten 
pressure and ten temperature rakes with eight probes distributed spanwise 
on each rake. From hub to case the distribution of each rake was 16.88, 
27.96, 39.05, 50.13, 61.21, 72.29, 83.38, and 94.46 percent span. The 
rakes were located 2.1 stator axial chords downstream of the stator trailing 
edge (see Figure 2). Overall performance of the SMI rig was calculated by 
Figure 6. SMI Rig in the CARL Facility 
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numerically averaging the 80 exit pressure and 80 exit temperatures. The 
rakes were positioned so that a pitchwise distribution in pressure and 
temperature could be established for a circumferentially periodic flow field. 
Placement was such that one stator pitch distribution (in ten percent 
increments) was measured. Figures 7, 8, and 9 describe the layout of exit 
probes along with their percent of stator and wake generator pitch locations. 
Inlet conditions are determined from an array of 30 inlet 
thermocouples for temperature and inlet plenum static pressures for total 
pressure. Both of these measurements were taken from the inlet plenum 
location shown in Figure 5. Mass flow rate measurements are made from 
the venturi as shown in Figure 5. 
Aliasing 
The exit rake configuration of the SMI rig is typical of that found in 
multistage compressor experiments. The only exceptions are that the SMI 
rig has probes at the stator exit instead of the stator leading edge and the 
quantity of the measurements is much greater than typically found in a 
multistage compressor test. Excluding wakes from blade rows upstream of 
the compressor, this measurement approach provides an excellent 
representation of the pressure and temperature field downstream of one 
stator row. With the assumption of circumferential uniformity the stage 
performance is accurately represented by this layout. However, if the exit 
rakes sense the influence of blade-rows upstream of the rotor, the upstream 
flow features will be aliased into the stator pitch results. Aliasing in this 
sense means that signal content from the wake generators is found in the 
stator pitch measurements that does not really exist. For this experiment, 
with 12-and 24-wake generators upstream of the rotor, the influence of two 
wake generators will be seen in the data measured for a single stator pitch. 
For example, Figure 8 shows that the pressure rakes for the 24 wake 
generator configuration are at 70, 10, 50, 90, 30 percent wake generator 
pitch and repeated again 70 10, 50, 90, 30 percent wake generator pitch 
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over one stator pitch. This assumes that their influence persists through 
both the rotor and stator blade row. The results are now aliased to reflect a 
total of 98 wake generators (2 for each of the 49 stators) instead of the 12 or 
24 that are actually in place. This phenomenon exists in any situation 
where fixed probes are used to quantify performance in embedded blade 
rows. For this experiment it will be shown that the exit probes do sense the 
influence of the wake generators upstream of the rotor. Therefore, the 
absolute value of the influence of wake generator spacing on performance 
will be influenced by aliasing, but the relative trends in measured 
performance between different configurations is still resolved. However, 
with 40 wake generators all of the exit probes will be equally influenced by 
the wake generator wakes. As shown in Figure 9 the exit rakes are all at 
50% wake generator pitch. This situation makes it extremely difficult to 
isolate the influence of the wake generator wakes and therefore increases 
substantially the uncertainty of the 40 wake generator performance 
measurements. 
Experimental Repeatability 
Since this research includes a parametric study on the influence of 
small changes in axial blade-row spacing and wake generator solidity on 
compressor performance, it was necessary to determine what magnitude of 
performance changes should be considered significant. This was 
accomplished by establishing the repeatability (or precision error) of the 
experiment. 
The precision error of the measured mass flow rate, pressure ratio 
and efficiency was established through a series of repeat tests with the 24-
wake-generator configuration. Compressor characteristic data was acquired 
on five different days for a common rig configuration of 24 wake generators, 
close spacing, and corrected speed of 100%. The results of these tests are 
shown in Figure 10. The repeatability results take into account the 
precision errors associated with the acquisition and reduction of total 
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Figure 10. Repeatability Results 
pressure and temperature measurements as well as precision errors related 
to the test article and test facility such as operating conditions, speed 
control, and inlet flow profiles. Based on a series of tests as much as a 
month apart, where some components of the rig were removed and then re­
installed, the repeatability for pressure ratio, mass flow rate and efficiency 
was established. It was concluded that if a configuration change resulted in 
performance changes greater than 0.15 lbm/s in mass flow rate, 0.008 
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pressure ratio, or 0.4 points in efficiency that the changes were a result of 
the configuration change and not the uncertainty associated with the 
measurements. 
Wake Generator/Rotor Only Configuration 
To alleviate some of the concerns that were raised due to the effects of 
aliasing on the measured performance and to remove any effects the stator 
may have on performance with changes in blade-row spacing, the SMI rig 
was modified to run without the stator as shown in Figure 11. This was 
accomplished by replacing the stator hardware with a Circumferential 
Traverse Assembly (CTA) at the case and an inner ring at the hub that 
matched the flowpath geometry of the original stator. The rotor-alone 
configuration allowed the isolation of the interaction between the wake 
generators and rotor as the primary experimental variable in producing 
performance changes. 
Wake Generator Rotor Traverse 
Flow 
Figure 11. Wake Generator/Rotor Only Layout 
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A rake was designed and fabricated to measure the total pressure and 
temperature downstream of the rotor. The rake was positioned 
approximately 0.93 axial rotor chords downstream of the rotor trailing edge. 
The rake consisted of five kiel heads distributed spanwise (90.64, 
70.77,50.83, 31.22, and 12.37 percent span) and within each kiel head total 
pressure and total temperature were measured. Drawings of the rake are 
found in Appendix A. Guidelines were followed from reference [201 
concerning the kiel head spacing and length to minimize the effect of the 
probe on the measured flow. The CTA was traversed a total range of 30.75 
degrees circumferentially in increments of 0.375 degrees (2.5% wake 
generator pitch). This corresponded to two wake generator pitches for the 
24 wake generator configuration. For the 40 wake generator configuration 
the CTA was traversed for 36 degrees in increments of 0.225 degrees (2.5% 
wake generator pitch) thus covering four wake generator pitches. 
Prior to performance mapping the orientation of the CTA rake was 
optimized by obtaining data with the rake set at 5 degree increments 
between angles of 30 to 60 degrees to the axial direction. Mass flow rate, 
pressure ratio, and efficiency were measured at open throttle and the 
optimum angle was determined to be 40 degrees. The response time for the 
CTA rake to reach equilibrium was found to be 30 seconds. Therefore after 
rotating the CTA, the measurements were acquired after waiting 30 seconds. 
Data acquired from the CTA rake were then area-averaged. The area-
averaged total pressure and temperature were used with the measured inlet 
conditions described in the test article instrumentation section to determine 
the overall pressure ratio and isentropic efficiency for the rotor-alone 
configuration. The traverse rake results were area-averaged instead of 
mass-averaged because the flow angle entering the rake was unknown. 
The rotor-alone configuration was only run for the 24 and 40 wake 
generator configurations since they showed the greatest changes of 
performance with spacing. 
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WAKE CALIBRATION 
Wake generator calibration served two purposes. One was to 
calculate the total pressure loss at various distances downstream of the 
wake generator blade-row. The loss was then used to correct the three-
blade-row performance of the SMI rig at the rotor face to determine the 
effect of axial spacing on the flow capacity of an embedded compressor stage 
(two-blade-rows). Results of the flow capacity study were documented by 
Chriss, et al [21J. The second purpose of the wake generator calibration was 
to evaluate the width and depth of the wakes interacting with the 
downstream rotor. Knowledge of the wake properties aided in analyzing the 
experimental and numerical results. It was desirable to understand the 
similarities and differences of the wake generator wakes and those produced 
by a typical stator found in a transonic compressor. Since this research 
effort focuses on the 24 and 40 wake generator performance, only wake 
calibration results for those configurations will be presented. 
Wake Calibration Instrumentation 
Wake generator calibration was accomplished by using the SMI rig as 
a flow generating device, moving the wake generator blade-row forward, and 
placing a Circumferential Traverse Assembly (CTA) between the wake 
generator blade-row and the rotor blade-row. Figure 12 shows the SMI 
wake calibration layout. Total pressure rakes were attached to the CTA at 
distances downstream of the wake generator corresponding to the three 
(close, mid, and far) axial spacings between the wake generator and rotor 
blade-rows. The original CTA rakes shown in Figure 13 measured total 
pressure at 6.44%, 18.86%, 30.82%, 42.40%, 64.38%, 74.91%, 85.14%, and 
95.11% wake generator span. Unsteady total pressure was measured at 
53.56% span but was not used in the wake calibration analysis. 
After the initial measurements from the CTA rakes were analyzed, it 
was determined that a more thorough measurement of the endwall 
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Figure 12. SMI Wake Calibration Layout 
Figure 13. CTA Rake 
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boundary layers was necessary for accurate loss measurement. A set of 
three CTA. boundary layer rakes were designed and fabricated to measure 
the total pressure near the hub and case. A figure of one of the boundary 
layer rakes is shown in Figure 14. These rakes made hub measurements at 
0.93%, 2.74%, 4.63%, 6.44%, 8.25%, and 10.06% wake generator span and 
case measurements at 92.29%, 93.73%, 95.12%, 96.51%, 97.94%, and 
99.28% wake generator span. Hypodermic tubing was used which allowed 
the high concentration of measurements near the endwalls. To minimize 
the effect of flow displacement on the pressure measurement, guidelines 
recommended in reference [20] were followed to determine the length and 
diameter of the sensing elements. Both rakes made measurements at 
common locations of 6.44% and 95.11% span to check that no bias existed 
between the two rakes. 
Static pressure measurements were also made at the hub and case in 
the same three axial planes as the total pressure probes. Case static 
pressure taps were located in five-degree increments on both sides of each 
CTA rake and rotated circumferentially with the CTA. At the hub, static 
pressures were measured with two groups of twenty-one stationary taps 
that covered two or three wake generator pitches depending on the 
configuration being 24 wake generators or 40 wake generators. 
Figure 14. CTA Boundary Layer Rake 
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Wake Calibration Procedure 
The CTA was rotated in increments of 10% wake generator pitch when 
in the freestream and 2.5% wake generator pitch when in the wake. Figures 
15 and 16 illustrate the circumferential range traversed by the CTA and how 
many wake generator pitches were traversed. For the 24 wake generator 
calibration two complete wake generator pitches were traversed and for 40 
wake generators three complete wake generator pitches were traversed. 
From the measured total and static pressure measurements the 
spanwise axial velocity profile was determined using basic compressible flow 
equations. The static pressure profile was estimated based on a linear 
interpolation between the average hub and case static pressures 
measurements. Static temperature at each span was calculated from the 
interpolated static pressures, the measured total pressure, and the total 
temperature measured at the inlet from the equation 
This assumes the total temperature was constant from the inlet to the CTA 
rakes and did not vary with span. The ratio of specific heats and gas 
constant for air were determined from inlet measurements as part of the 
data acquisition process. Mach number at each CTA probe location was 
calculated from the total and static pressure as 
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Figure 16. 40 Wake Generator Calibration 
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and velocity was then determined from the Mach number and static 
temperature. 
V = M^yRtgc 
Freestream velocity (V®) was computed from an average of the velocities 
calculated at mid pitch between 6.44% span and 85.14% span, the region 
outside the boundary layer. 
The loss coefficient, co, is defined as 
p — P 
û)=JjSÈ£. inUt_ 
^inlet Pinlet 
where Prate is the total pressure measured by the rake, Pmiet is the total 
pressure measured at the plenum (see Figure 5), and ptniet is a static 
pressure measurement located on the hub flowpath just upstream of the 
wake generator. The calibration assumes that the downstream rotor did not 
affect the CTA rake measurements and consequently the calculated loss 
coefficient. The loss coefficient therefore does not account for any losses 
other than that due to mixing. 
Wake Calibration Results 
Since the mixing loss is dependent on Mach number, wake 
calibrations were made over a range of mass flows. The results presented 
here were acquired at 100% Nc, open throttle. Since the wake properties of 
both the 24 and 40 wake generator configurations showed similar trends as 
spacing changed, calibration plots are only be presented for the 24 wake 
generator results. The total pressure measurements acquired by the CTA 
rakes are presented in the form of contour plots in Figures 17 - 19. These 
plots do not include the boundary layer measurements. The difference 
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between each contour line is 0.3 lbf/in2 and the orientation is downstream 
looking up. The dashed lines in the figures indicate the location of the wake 
generators. From these plots the widening of the wake from close to far 
spacing is clearly evident. Wake depth is deepest at close spacing and 
becomes shallower at mid and far spacing. The wake width is nearly 
constant from hub to case. This confirms the intent of the wake generator 
design to produce a two-dimensional wake profile. The wake is constant in 
the circumferential and radial directions but not in the streamwise 
direction. Also evident is the boundary layer growth at the casing. The 
boundary layer is slightly visible at close spacing and most obvious at far 
spacing. The hub boundary layer was not measured by the CTA rakes 
signifying the boundary layer is located below the hub most probe at 6.44% 
span. 
Contour Interval = 0.3 lbf/in 
Figure 17. 24 Wake Generator Total Pressure Contours, Close Spacing 
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Contour Interval = 0.3 lbf/in 
Figure 18. 24 Wake Generator Total Pressure Contours, Mid Spacing 
Contour Interval = 0.3 lbf/in 
Figure 19. 24 Wake Generator Total Pressure Contours, Far Spacing 
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Velocity profiles for the 24 wake generator configuration at the hub, 
case, and near mid span are shown in Figures 20 - 22. Here it is observed 
that the wake depth is similar at the hub and case and deepest near mid 
span. The effect of the casing boundary layer is once again evident at 
95.12% span. Close inspection of the total pressure contours and velocity 
profiles indicate some wake-to-wake variability for different wake generators 
at the same spacing. This will be addressed later in this section. Wake 
decay was analyzed by Chriss et al. [211 and the results are shown in Figure 
23. The SMI wake generator wakes show similar trends to that compared in 
the literature [22-241. 
The overall mass-averaged loss coefficients are presented in Table 3 
and Table 4. The flow Mach number during the calibration. Mm, was 
calculated based on measurements made upstream of the wake generator 
blade-row. Including the endwall boundary layer effects increased the loss 
coefficient magnitude 20% to 40% for the 24 wake generator configuration 
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Figure 23. Wake Decay Comparison 
Table 3. 24 Wake Generator Loss Coefficients 
Spacing 
co without 
boundary layer 
co including 
boundary layer % Increase 
Close 0.0607 0.0822 35.42 
Mid 0.0658 0.0917 39.36 
Far 0.0844 0.1012 19.91 
Mm = 0.574 
Table 4. 40 Wake Generator Loss Coefficients 
Spacing 
o) without 
boundary layer 
co including 
boundary layer % Increase 
Close 0.1099 0.1426 29.75 
Mid 0.1283 0.1541 20.11 
Far 0.1627 0.1845 13.40 
Mm = 0.568 
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and between 13% and 30% for the 40 wake generator configuration. Plots of 
the mass-average loss coefficient versus wake generator span are found in 
Figures 24 and 25. These results include the CTA boundary layer rake 
measurements. As expected the highest loss is found at the endwalls and 
this accounts for the increase in overall loss coefficients found in Table 3 
and Table 4 when the CTA rake boundary layer measurements are included. 
The 24 wake generator loss profiles are nearly constant in the freestream 
with only a slight increase in loss around 20% span for the far spacing 
configuration. The loss also increases at the endwall boundary layers 
located above 92% span and below 8% span. For the 40 wake generator 
case, the difference in freestream loss for the different spacings is more 
noticeable and the far spacing loss profile is less two-dimensional. At the 
endwalls the boundary layer losses are evident above 94% span and below 
6% span. 
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Figure 24. 24 Wake Generator Loss Coefficient Profile 
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Figure 25. 40 Wake Generator Loss Coefficient Profile 
The design intent of the wake generators was an overall loss 
coefficient of 0.070 for 24 wake generators and 0.155 for 4O These values 
are close to the experimentally measured loss coefficient without the 
boundary layer. The wake generators were designed with a quasi three-
dimensional streamline curvature code and a two-dimensional potential flow 
solver with boundary layer analysis. It was assumed that the endwall losses 
would be low and this is true at far spacing but at close and mid spacing 
the endwall losses do contribute significantly to the loss coefficient. As a 
result, the overall loss coefficient produced by the wake generators was a 
little higher than the design intent. However they are still well within the 
range typically found in highly loaded stators. 
During the course of the wake calibration study for this and other 
research programs using the SMI rig, different wake generators at the same 
configuration were calibrated. A significant wake-to-wake variability in the 
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overall loss coefficient was observed. As shown in Figures 17 through 19 
presented previously, variations in wake width and depth are clearly visible 
for different wake generators. A further example is shown in Figure 26, 
where loss coefficient (not including boundary layer) for three adjacent wake 
generators is compared for the 40 wake generator configuration, far spacing. 
In this case there was a difference of 32% between the minimum and 
maximum loss coefficient. Loss coefficient uncertainty for a single wake 
generator was determined to be ± 0.001. However, due to wake-to-wake 
variability, the overall mass averaged loss coefficient uncertainty was 
established as ± 0.01. 
In summary, the wake generators produced a wake of nearly constant 
loss from hub to tip in-between the endwall boundary layers. This was the 
design intent. The overall loss coefficient is representative of the loss 
produced from a modem technology transonic compressor front stage. Due 
to the blunt trailing edge of the wake generator, the wakes may be wider 
0.1722 0.1945 0.1410 
LOSS COEFFICIENT 
Figure 26. 40 Wake Generator Total Pressure Contours, Far Spacing, with 
Overall Loss Coefficient 
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than what would be produced from a normally cambered stator airfoil, but 
wake measurements for comparison are not found in the open literature. 
There is some concern that a wake and loss produced from a loaded stator 
blade would affect the interaction between a stator and rotor differently. A 
new design of the wake generator is underway to better simulate a loaded 
stator and to address this concern. 
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SMI AND WAKE GENERATOR/ROTOR ONLY PERFORMANCE 
Experimental results obtained while testing the SMI rig in the CARL 
facility are presented in this section. Data are presented for the SMI rig 
(wake generator/rotor/stator) and wake generator/rotor only layouts. The 
purpose of this section is to document what affect changes in axial spacing 
between the wake generator and rotor had on the overall compressor 
performance. The section concludes with a discussion on the significance of 
the observed changes on overall engine performance. 
SMI Results 
Performance characteristics for the SMI rig are shown for each 
configuration in Figures 26 through 28. Figure 26 shows that for the 12-
wake generator configuration the close and mid spacing performance was 
nearly identical, the only exception being the near-stall pressure ratio 
characteristic. At mass flow rates below 32 lbm/s the pressure ratio at mid 
spacing was slightly higher than close spacing. The far spacing pressure 
ratio characteristic was consistently higher than that of close and mid 
spacing. The far spacing efficiency characteristic was higher than the close 
and mid spacing characteristic near peak efficiency. As the mass flow rate 
approached stall (32.5 lbm/s) the efficiency at far spacing was similar to 
that of close and mid spacing. The choking mass flow rate, which is the 
value of the vertical part of the characteristic, was higher for far spacing 
than close and mid. The difference in pressure ratio, efficiency, and mass 
flow rate between the far and close/mid configurations was greater than the 
repeatability values presented in the previous section. Therefore it was 
concluded that the observed change in performance with axial blade-row 
spacing was real and not due to experimental measurement uncertainty. In 
addition to the 12 wake generator performance, Figure 26 contains the SMI 
rig performance with no wake generators (clean inlet) installed. The clean-
inlet configuration had a higher choking mass flow rate and higher peak 
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Figure 26. SMI 12 Wake Generator Performance, 100% Nc 
efficiency than far spacing. Due to the blockage and losses associated with 
the wake generators installed, the mass flow rate was less than for clean 
inlet. The pressure ratio characteristic of the clean inlet and far spacing 
configuration were very similar as mass flow rate was reduced from the peak 
efficiency value. The data points acquired nearest to stall are not 
necessarily indicative of the stall margin of the compressor. There was 
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some variability between the mass flow rate where the data point was 
obtained and the mass flow rate at which the SMI rig stalled. Consequently, 
no analysis on the relationship between stall margin and blade-row spacing 
was attempted in this research effort. 
For the 24-wake generator results shown in Figure 27 there was a 
significant difference in performance between each of the three spacings 
tested. Both the pressure ratio and efficiency characteristics decreased 
significantly as the axial blade-row spacing was reduced from far to close. 
For the 24-wake generator configurations the performance difference 
between the three axial blade-row spacings persisted over the entire flow 
range of the characteristic. The choking mass flow rate decreased as the 
blade-row spacing was reduced. 
Figure 28 shows the performance characteristics for the 40 wake 
generator configuration. However, these results have come under scrutiny 
because of the aliasing problem presented in the Stage Matching 
Investigation Rig section of this report. The aliasing occurs because the 
wake generator wakes persist far downstream and are sensed by the exit 
rakes used to measure total temperature and total pressure. The up and 
down fluctuations in the efficiency characteristics as mass flow rate was 
reduced from choke to near-stall is a consequence of this aliasing problem. 
However, the observed drop in choking mass flow rate is real and unaffected 
by the exit rake measurements. 
Part Speed SMI Performance 
Part-speed results for the 24-wake generator configuration are 
presented in Figures 29 and 30 along with clean inlet performance. At 85% 
Nc the mid and far spacing performance were very similar. At corrected 
mass flow rates between 27 lbm/s and 30 lbm/s the close spacing 
performance was less than that of mid and far. It should be noted that at 
lower corrected speeds the measurement uncertainty increases and 
therefore at 85% Nc the differences between close and mid/far performance 
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Figure 27. SMI 24 Wake Generator Performance. 100% Nc 
is most likely insignificant. At 85% Nc and below the relative velocity of the 
rotor is subsonic throughout the span. Without a shock system present the 
flow does not choke when the throttle is completely open. The maximum 
mass flow rate at open throttle for all three spacings was nearly the same. 
The clean inlet pressure ratio and efficiency characteristics were greater 
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Figure 28. SMI 40 Wake Generator Performance, 100% Nc 
than the characteristics with wake generators present. The maximum mass 
flow rate of the clean inlet configuration was also higher. 
Performance characteristics at 70% Nc are shown in Figure 30. At 
this speed it was clear that there were no significant differences in 
performance between the three spacings. As seen in the 85% Nc data, the 
maximum corrected mass flow rate attained was similar for all three 
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Figure 29. SMI 24 Wake Generator Performance. 85% Nc 
spacings. The clean inlet pressure ratio characteristic was only slightly 
higher than the 24 wake generator configurations, however, the clean inlet 
efficiency characteristic was still significantly greater. The clean inlet 
maximum mass flow rate was higher than with wake generators but the 
difference was less than that observed at 85% Nc. 
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Figure 30. 24 Wake Generator Performance, 70% Nc 
Wake Generator/Rotor Only Results 
The SMI rig was converted to run without the downstream stator in 
order to remove any doubts concerning the exit rake aliasing problem and 
the measured SMI performance. Furthermore, removing the stator isolated 
the change in axial spacing between the wake generator blade-row and the 
rotor blade-row as the only variable to account for any measured changes in 
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the wake generator/rotor only compressor performance. The traverse rake 
and data acquisition procedures for measuring the total pressure and total 
temperature downstream of the rotor were described in the Stage Matching 
Investigation Rig Section. 
Figure 31 shows the wake generator/rotor only performance for the 
40 wake generator configuration. A consequence of removing the SMI stator 
was a severe increase in backpressure in the facility flowpath downstream of 
the test article that limited the maximum mass flow rate attainable. For 
this reason the data shown in the wake generator/rotor only configuration 
was only attained for flows ranging from below peak efficiency to near-stall. 
Although the entire compressor map was not obtainable, the limited 
observations made are felt to be representative for the complete flow range. 
Without the losses associated with the downstream stator the pressure ratio 
and efficiency characteristics of the wake generator/rotor only configuration 
were higher than the corresponding original SMI rig. 
Figure 31 shows that the pressure ratio and efficiency characteristics 
increased as the spacing was changed from close to far. The measured 
difference was greater than the experimental repeatability thus confirming 
its significance. The difference in efficiency between far and mid spacing 
was the same as the difference between mid and close spacing. The 
difference in pressure ratio between the close and mid spacing 
characteristics was greater than between mid and far spacing. Despite the 
limited control of mass flow rate during the wake generator/rotor only 
experiments, an attempt was made to acquire data at consistent mass flow 
rates for each of the three spacings. The 40 wake generator/rotor only 
results are important because the aliasing problem present during the 
original SMI rig measurements (see Figure 28) prevented accurate 
documentation of the performance changes at that configuration. The 40 
wake generator configuration performance trends from Figure 31 were 
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Figure 31. 40 Wake Generator/Rotor Only Performance, 100% Nc 
consistent with observations made from the SMI 24 wake generator 
configuration presented in Figure 27. 
The 24 wake generator rotor alone performance is presented in Figure 
32. For this case data was only obtained at far and close spacings. 
Consistent with Figure 31 both pressure ratio and efficiency increased 
significantly as the blade-row spacing was moved from close to far spacing. 
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CORRECTED FLOW RATE (LBM/S) 
Figure 32. 24 Wake Generator/Rotor Only Performance, 100% Nc 
Performance Summary 
Both the SMI results (Figures 26, 27) and the wake generator/rotor 
only results (Figures 31, 32) show similar trends concerning the effect of 
blade-row spacing on the performance of a transonic compressor. Figure 33 
plots the changes in pressure ratio and efficiency of the SMI rig with spacing 
for an operating point near peak efficiency at 100% Nc. The error bars 
define the level of pressure ratio or efficiency change that must be observed 
to be considered relevant. For the 12 wake generator configuration there 
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Figure 33. SMI Performance Comparison at Peak Efficiency, 100% Nc 
were no differences in performance between close and mid spacing. 
However there was a measurable decrease between far and close spacing in 
pressure ratio and efficiency. With 24 wake generators installed the 
pressure ratio did not change significantly from mid to close spacing but the 
efficiency did decrease. Significant reduction in pressure ratio and 
efficiency were observed between far and close spacing. 
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Figure 34 charts the difference in pressure ratio and efficiency for the 
wake generator/rotor only 24 and 40 wake generator configurations. The 
performance at each spacing is compared at similar mass flow rates. For 40 
wake generators this was approximately 29.5 lbm/s (see Figure 26) and for 
24 wake generators it was approximately 31.0 lbm/s (see Figure 27). Since 
the 40 wake generator, close spacing data was obtained above and below 
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Figure 34. Wake Generator/Rotor Only Performance Comparison at 
Common Mass Flow Rate, 100% Nc 
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29.5 lbm/s, a linear interpolation was used to estimate pressure ratio and 
efficiency at 29.5 lbm/s. Figure 34 shows that a significant reduction in 
pressure ratio and efficiency were observed for the 24 wake generator 
configuration as the spacing was reduced from far to close. For 40 wake 
generators there was a large decrease in pressure ratio and efficiency 
between mid and close spacing. A significant reduction in pressure ratio 
and efficiency was also observed between far and mid spacing. 
Tables 5 and 6 summarize the performance changes observed for both 
the SMI and the wake generator/rotor only experimental data. Two trends 
are observed. 
Table 5. SMI Performance Change Near Peak Efficiency 
% Decrease From Change in TJ from 
Far Spacing PR Far Spacing 
12 WG Mid 0.65 - 0.707 
12 WG Close 0.58 - 0.540 
24 WG Mid 0.72 - 0.735 
24 WG Close 0.88 -1.160 
Table 6. Wake Generator/Rotor Only Performance Change at Common 
Mass Flow Rate 
% Decrease From Change in r] from 
Far Spacing PR Far Spacing 
24 WG Close 1.90 - 0.494 
40 WG Mid 1.12 -0.631 
40 WG Close 3.29 - 1.263 
One is that pressure ratio and efficiency decrease with reduced blade-row 
spacing between the wake generator and transonic rotor. The other trend is 
that pressure ratio and efficiency decrease with increased solidity of the 
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upstream blade-row. The hypothesis that blade-row interactions are 
responsible for the decrease in performance is strengthened by these trends. 
The closer the spacing between blade-rows the stronger the Interactions 
became. If these interactions are some type of wake-rotor, wake-shock, or 
blade-shock interaction then obviously the more blades in a blade-row the 
more loss will be produced. 
As the corrected speed was reduced the difference in performance 
with changes in blade-row spacing eventually became insignificant. This 
suggests that the interaction may be related to the shocks present in a 
transonic rotor. 
Table 7 compares the choking mass flow rate for the 12, 24, and 40 
wake generator configurations based on a percent reduction from the 
Table 7. SMI Choking Mass Flow Rate Comparison at 100% Nc 
% Reduction from Clean Inlet 
Configuration Close Spacing Mid Spacing Far Spacing 
12 WG's 0.92 0.90 0.57 
24 WG's 2.39 2.26 1.88 
40 WG's 4.09 3.51 3.24 
Clean Inlet = 34.394 lbm/s 
clean inlet value. It is observed that the choking mass flow rate decreases 
as blade-row spacing is reduced and wake generator solidity is increased. 
This is a similar trend to that observed with pressure ratio and efficiency. 
The trend of decreased mass flow rate with increased solidity is expected 
because more wake generators produce more blockage, thus reducing the 
effective flow area. Since closer spacing between the wake generator blade-
row and the transonic rotor blade-row also decreases the mass flow rate it 
appears that the blade-row interactions may also produce more blockage. 
For this reason rotor solidity should also have an effect on the severity of 
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blade-row interactions because with more rotor blades there are more 
shocks/bow waves interacting with the upstream blade-row. Changes in 
mass flow rate with spacing were not significant at part speed. This 
suggests the increased blockage is not present at subsonic speeds. 
The experimental results presented in this section clearly show that a 
measurable difference is observed when blade-row spacing is varied in a 
transonic compressor. The magnitude of performance changes observed 
would have a significant impact on the operation and mission capabilities of 
military aircraft gas turbine engines. Copenhaver [22] has shown that for a 
next generation Air Force fighter engine, drops in efficiency, pressure ratio, 
and mass flow rate at levels observed with the SMI experiment would result 
in a 2.5% increase in Specific Fuel Consumption (SFC), a 1.7% reduction in 
net after burner thrust, and a 1.5% drop in thrust-to-weight ratio. In the 
current development of military compressors industry has often expended 
tremendous resources to overcome shortfalls in mass flow rate from the 
design goal. Understanding the affect of blade-row interactions on mass 
flow rate in transonic fans and compressors would be of great interest to the 
military and industry. 
Wake Recovery Analysis 
The observation that the SMI performance decreased as the axial gap 
between blade-rows was reduced is contrary to the concept of wake recovery 
and the low speed experimental results presented in the Introduction. The 
process of wake recovery was shown to improve performance as the axial 
spacing between blade-rows was reduced. The SMI observations suggested 
that there was another mechanism beside wake recovery that was affecting 
the performance of the compressor stage when blade-row spacing was 
changed. 
Using the model of Van Zante et al [9], the potential for wake recovery 
in the SMI rotor was estimated at 50% span. The model estimates the 
recovery parameter of two interacting blade rows based on the inlet and exit 
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velocity triangles and the blade geometry. These input parameters are 
found in reference [18]. The recoveiy parameter is proportional to the wake 
inlet and exit length ratio and describes how much of the wake mixing loss 
possible is recovered in a reversible manner. At 50% span the recovery 
parameter was -0.18, which means there is no reduction in mixing loss as 
the wake generator wakes passes through the rotor. Consequently, 
performance gains from wake recovery would not be expected with 
decreased wake-generator-to-rotor axial gap. Analysis of the model suggests 
that significant wake recovery is not likely with the zero degree inlet angle of 
the wake generator wake. Even if the inlet wake angle was not zero, this 
and other wake recovery models are based on incompressible, inviscid 
theory and would not account for any shock interactions with the wake 
generator blade or wake. 
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STEADY-STATE DATA ANALYSIS 
In the previous section it was established that reduced blade-row 
spacing in the SMI compressor significantly decreased pressure ratio, 
efficiency, and mass flow rate. The challenge now becomes determining at 
what location in the compressor the performance decrease occurs. This 
section begins with an overview of loss in compressors followed by results of 
a flow swallowing study on the SMI rig that proves loss sources other than 
mixing do exist. Wake generator/rotor only experimental data are then 
analyzed to show that the decrease in performance is a result of unsteady 
interactions between the upstream wake generator and downstream 
transonic rotor. 
Loss Overview 
In the Introduction it was explained how wake mixing loss can be 
affected by blade-row spacing. Additional loss sources exist in a compressor 
and can be generally grouped (see Cumpsty [231) as 1) drag at solid 
surfaces; 2) mixing; 3) shock losses; and 4) shear work. Losses have an 
effect on blockage (an effective reduction in flow area), pressure rise, work 
input, and mass flow capacity. At a thermodynamic level Denton [24] has 
described loss as any flow feature that reduces the isentropic efficiency of a 
turbomachine. In an adiabatic compressor this translates to 
thermodynamic irreversibility that creates entropy. The reduced pressure 
ratio, efficiency, and mass flow rate the SMI rig experienced was a result of 
increased loss produced when the spacing between blade-rows was reduced. 
Flow Capacity Experiment 
Results from Chriss et al [21] showed that losses in addition to wake 
mixing loss occur when the spacing was reduced from far to close. In this 
experiment the SMI rig was used to evaluate the effect of upstream blade-
row wakes on the flow capacity of a downstream stage. This was 
accomplished by determining the total pressure loss measured from the 
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wake calibration experiment at distances corresponding to each of the three 
spacings and correcting the three-blade-row performance for the total 
pressure deficit at the rotor inlet. 
The rotor-stator (or embedded stage) flow capacity at choke for each 
spacing was then compared and is shown here as Figures 34 and 35. The 
abcissa is the axial spacing and the ordinate is the choking mass flow rate 
of a configuration divided by the choking mass flow rate of the clean inlet 
configuration. An ordinate value of one means the embedded stage passed 
the same mass flow rate as the clean inlet configuration. If all losses are 
accounted for the corrected embedded stage should pass at least as much 
mass flow as the clean inlet case. Values less than one mean that loss 
sources other than mixing were present and unaccounted for. 
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Figure 34. 40 Wake Generator Choking Flow Rate Comparison 
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Figure 35. 24 Wake Generator Choking Flow Rate Comparison 
At some distance upstream of the rotor there will be minimal blade-
row interactions and the loss generated between blade rows will be due to 
wake generator wake mixing. For the SMI rig this distance is veiy near far 
spacing as evidenced by corrected choking mass flow rate near 1. However 
at mid and close spacings, wake mixing alone does not account for the drop 
in flow capacity and thus the corrected choking mass flow rate is less than 
0.99. Since blade-row spacing between the wake generators and rotor is the 
only variable, the losses must be a result of some blade-row interactions. 
Including these losses would increase the corrected embedded stage mass 
flow rate. The figures also show that the closer the spacing more loss is 
unaccounted for. Comparing Figures 34 and 35 it is observed that there is 
more blade-row interaction loss in the 40 wake generator configuration than 
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the 24 wake generator configuration. This is expected since with more wake 
generators more blade-row interactions take place. 
Wake Generator/Rotor Only Analysis 
Experimental data acquired during the wake generator/rotor only 
testing further aid in determining where in the compressor extra loss was 
produced. Measurements made by the traverse rake located 0.93 rotor 
chords downstream of the rotor (see Figure 11) were circumferentially 
averaged to produce radial profiles of pressure ratio and efficiency. Profiles 
for the 40 wake generator configuration are shown in Figure 36. These 
profiles correspond to the data points presented in Figure 31 at similar 
mass flow rates for each spacing. For the 40 wake generator comparison 
the mass flow rate was near 29.5 lbm/s. 
Inspection of Figure 36 shows that the close spacing pressure ratio 
profile is different in shape compared to the mid and far spacing profiles. 
There exists a major reduction between 10% and 75% span. The mid 
spacing profile is similar in shape to the far spacing but of reduced 
magnitude. The efficiency profiles show a reduction in efficiency between 
10% and 70% span. Interestingly, the efficiency at the tip-most rake 
element shows a substantial increase at close spacing. Thus, even though 
the overall performance of the SMI rig suffers with reduced blade-row 
spacing, there is some benefit near the casing. 
Profiles for the 24 wake generator configuration are shown in Figure 
37. These profiles correspond to data presented in Figure 32 near a mass 
flow rate of 31.0 lbm/s. The trends are similar to those observed with 40 
wake generators but the differences between spacings are smaller in 
magnitude. It is also apparent that the pressure ratio profile does not show 
as large a deficit over as much span as the 40 wake generator pressure ratio 
profile. The 24 wake generator configuration pressure ratio profile is 
reduced between 40% and 80% span. Figure 37 shows similar trends in 
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the efficiency profile with an increase in efficiency at the tip as noted in 
Figure 36 is still present. 
In order to determine whether the change in shape of the pressure 
ratio profile is due to spacing changes and not a result of the compressor 
operating at a different location on its characteristic for different spacings, 
pressure ratio and efficiency profiles at various mass flow rates for a given 
spacing were analyzed. Plots of this data are presented in Figures 38 - 40 
for the 40 wake generator configuration. Comparing the three figures it is 
obvious that the profile shape does not change appreciably with mass flow 
rate but the magnitude of the pressure ratio and efficiency does. Due to the 
fact that the wake generator/rotor only experiment was only able to operate 
past peak efficiency, the general trend is that as mass flow rate was lowered 
the pressure ratio increased and the efficiency decreased. The same 
observations are made for the 24 wake generator configuration pressure 
ratio and efficiency profiles. These plots are presented in Appendix B. It 
can be concluded that the change in profile shape at a similar mass flow 
rate is due to changing the axial gap between blade-rows from far to close 
spacing. 
Contour Plots of Pressure Ratio aflH ***Wcncv. Further insight 
into the cause of performance reduction with decreased blade-row spacing 
is gained by analyzing contour plots of pressure ratio and efficiency from the 
wake generator/rotor only steady-state traverse rake measurements. Since 
the greatest differences in performance were found between close and far 
spacing, results from those two data sets at a common mass flow rate of 
29.5 lbm/s are presented. The 40 wake generator configuration is analyzed 
since more wake generator wakes are visible over the range traversed by the 
CTA rake. 
Figure 41 plots the contours of pressure ratio and efficiency at close 
spacing. The wake generator wakes are distinguishable in Figure 41a as 
four regions of high gradients leading to an area of low pressure ratio. The 
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HUB 
VIEW LOOKING DOWNSTREAM 
b) Efficiency 
Figure 41. 40 Wake Generator Performance Contours, Close Spacing 
pressure ratio is lowest within the wakes between 25% and 75% span. In 
Figure 41b the efficiency contours demonstrate a similar pattern in that the 
wakes are visible as pockets of reduced efficiency coincident with the 
regions of low pressure ratio. 
Contours at the far spacing configuration are shown in Figure 42. 
The wakes are still evident in Figure 42a where regions of lower pressure 
ratio are visible. However, the steep gradients are no longer present and the 
difference in pressure ratio between the freestream and wake is much less 
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Figure 42. 40 Wake Generator Performance Contours. Far Spacing 
than for close spacing. In Figure 42b the pockets of reduced efficiency are 
not visible. The efficiency contours have a radial profile decreasing from 
hub to tip. Hie only evidence of wakes is the sinusoidal-like wave pattern 
evident between 30% and 70% span. 
At far spacing the wakes have nearly mixed out before entering the 
rotor and therefore are not very distinguishable downstream of the rotor. In 
the close spacing configuration the wakes have not mixed out very much 
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before entering the rotor and thus are clearly visible in downstream of the 
rotor. 
It is possible to remove the steady-state rotor flow field common to 
both spacings and isolate the regions of increase loss as spacing is reduced 
from far to close. This is accomplished by subtracting point by point the far 
spacing data from the close spacing and plotting the resulting difference 
contours. Figure 43 shows the result of subtracting Figure 42 from Figure 
41. In Figure 43a the entire flowfield has reduced (negative difference) 
pressure ratio but the largest differences correspond to the 4 wake regions 
noted in Figure 41. In Figure 43b there are both gains (positive difference) 
and drops in efficiency. The greatest reductions once again correlate with 
the location of the wake generator wakes. The gains, although significant in 
magnitude, are only evident above 90% span. Since it has been established 
that the overall area-average efficiency at far spacing was more than 1 point 
greater than close spacing for the SMI and wake generator/rotor only 
experiments, the increase in tip efficiency shown in Figure 43b was deemed 
a secondary effect and was not analyzed in more detail. However, future 
research as to the cause of the increase may prove beneficial. 
The experimental results presented in this section show the general 
location of increased loss production and suggest that the increased loss is 
a result of blade-row interactions. The flow capacity experiment of Chriss et 
al [21] revealed that loss in addition to mixing loss is present when the 
blade-rows are close together. The radial profiles illustrate that the extra 
loss production occurs between the wake generator blade-row and transonic 
rotor blade-row and is most significant in the mid-span region. The 
differencing contours further suggest that blade-row interactions are 
responsible for the additional loss production and that these blade row 
interactions are related in some manner to the wake generator wakes. To 
determine the blade-row interaction mechanism responsible for the 
increased loss production an unsteady CFD simulation was carried out. 
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Figure 43. 40 Wake Generator Performance Differences, Close - Far 
Spacing 
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NUMERICAL APPROACH 
To study in greater detail the unsteady fluid mechanics of the 
interaction between the wake generator and rotor, numerical simulations of 
the SMI rig were carried out. This section will introduce the code used to 
perform the simulations and explain the steps taken to obtain a converged 
solution. 
MSU-TURBO 
The CFD program used for the simulations was MSU-TURBO Version 
4.1. The principal architect is J. P. Chen from Mississippi State University 
with funding provided by NASA Glenn Research Center. MSU-TURBO [25-
271 is a three-dimensional, viscous, time-accurate code that solves the 
Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations in the rotating frame of 
reference. The solution algorithm is an implicit finite volume solver and 
turbulence modeling is accomplished with either the Baldwin-Lomax or k-e 
model. Axial communication between blade rows is through a sliding 
interface that does not distort the grid. 
MSU-TURBO can model the unsteady blade-row interaction using any 
one of three methods: full or periodic simulation, time-shift boundary, and 
wake-blade interaction. The simplest method is the wake-blade interaction. 
It consists of modeling a single blade-row with unsteadiness introduced 
through a time-dependent inlet or exit boundary condition. The effect of 
incoming waves from either the upstream or downstream blade row is taken 
into account with the boundary condition, however the effect of waves 
communicating back and forth between blade-rows is not captured with this 
method. 
Wave interactions between blade-rows can only be accurately resolved 
if the exact blade counts are modeled. If this is done the effect of wakes 
convected downstream and the potential effects that propagate upstream 
and downstream will be accounted for. This is the purpose of the full or 
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periodic simulation method. With a time-accurate, three-dimensional RANS 
code it is computationally impractical to model each blade in every blade-
row. To help reduce the computer resources required the number of blades 
modeled is therefore based on the geometric periodicity of the configuration. 
Phaae-Lgg w**w*»darv Condition». If phase-lag boundary conditions 
are applied at the circumferential and axial block interfaces only one blade 
passage from each blade row is required to model the unsteady blade-row 
interaction. The time-shift boundary method uses phase-lag boundary 
conditions that greatly reduce the computational cost of a simulation 
compared to the periodic method. Phase-lag boundary conditions assume 
that the unsteadiness of the blade-row interaction solely depends on the 
blade passing frequency of the adjacent blade-row and its higher harmonics. 
As a consequence this method does not capture the details of unsteady flow 
features such as vortex shedding and flow separation. However, as shown 
by Chen and Barter [26], even if non-deterministic flows are present the 
phase-lag method produces overall numerical results similar to that of the 
periodic solution. Phase-lag boundary conditions are most useful when the 
blade-row interaction is dominated by the unsteadiness at the adjacent 
blade passing frequency. Flow visualization techniques applied by 
Estevadeordal et al [28] confirm that this is indeed the case with the SMI rig 
at the operating conditions modeled with MSU-TURBO. 
Initial Solution 
Building an initial solution consists of defining a mesh for each blade-
row and constructing a flow field on those meshes. The initial solution for 
the SMI rig was obtained using the method and computer programs of Van 
Zante [29]. This technique generates a starting flow field for MSU-TURBO 
from a converged APNASA solution and mesh. APNASA is a code developed 
by Dr. John Adamczyk of NASA Glenn Research Center using the average 
passage formulation [1] of the Navier-Stokes equations. The average 
passage procedure models the time -averaged flow field in a multistage 
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compressor using body forces and deterministic stresses to account for the 
presence of neighboring blade rows. While accounting for many of the 
effects of blade-row interactions, the average passage model still depends on 
correlations to model the deterministic stresses. APNASA has enjoyed great 
success as a tool to analyze and design multistage turbomachinery [21. 
Meaheg. The MSU-TURBO wake generator and rotor meshes were 
created as a subset of the meshes used by the APNASA simulation of the 
SMI rig. APNASA and MSU-TURBO are both restricted to using a sheared 
H-mesh. The number of nodes in the spanwise (or radial) and pitchwise (or 
tangential) directions were kept the same as the APNASA mesh. To help 
minimize computer resources required to run MSU-TURBO, the number of 
nodes in the axial direction was reduced from the APNASA mesh. Like most 
steady CFD codes APNASA meshes extend far upstream and downstream of 
each blade row. For the MSU-TURBO simulations the meshes were 
terminated shortly upstream of the wake generator and downstream of the 
rotor. Although flow gradients still existed at these axial locations, 
perturbation type [25, 26] non-reflective boundaiy conditions are used at 
the upstream and downstream boundaries, which allows the MSU-TURBO 
mesh boundaries to be in areas of moderate to high gradients without 
adversely affecting the solution. 
One variable in setting up a mesh for MSU-TURBO is the location of 
the sliding interface between blade-rows. For these simulations the sliding 
interface was chosen to be close to the rotor leading edge in order to 
preserve the wake features of the wake generator. The aim was to keep the 
mesh density high in the wake region to reduce the numerical dissipation of 
the high gradient wake flow features. Figure 44 shows the close spacing 
mesh at 75% span. Two blade passages are included so that the blade 
shapes are discernable. The ratio of grid points to spacing was kept 
constant between the meshes of the close and far models. The 
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Figure 44. Close Spacing Mesh at 75% Span 
location of the sliding interface for the far mesh was chosen to be the same 
percent gap downstream of the wake generator (or upstream the rotor) as it 
was for the close mesh. The meshes used for each simulation are provided 
in Table 8. The mesh sizes are ordered in terms of the number of axial, 
radial, and tangential nodes. 
Flow Field Construction. Once the MSU-TURBO meshes were built, 
the next step was to create a flow field on the new meshes. The first step 
was to interpolate the APNASA wake generator flow field onto the rotor 
mesh. The second step was to subtract the axisymmetric average of the 
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Table 8. MSU-TURBO Mesh Sizes 
Simulation Wake Rotor 
Generator 
Close Spacing 126x51x41 97x51x41 
Far Spacing 138x51x41 99x51x41 
wake generator flow field from that interpolation. This left only the 
perturbations due to the wake generator (most notably the wakes) on the 
rotor mesh. The final step was to interpolate the APNASA rotor flow field on 
the MSU-TURBO rotor mesh. 
The time-shift boundary method requires that additional flow field 
time information of be stored [26,29]. The time-shift boundary information 
contains the time histoiy of what happened on the passage boundaries 
during the previous blade passing. 
Once the initial solution of the rotor was obtained, the same 
procedure was used to create a flow field on the wake generator MSU-
TURBO mesh thus completing the initial solution for a simulation. 
SMI Simulations 
Simulations were run at operating points based on an APNASA 
solution near peak efficiency at 100% corrected speed for the close and far 
spacing 24-wake generator configurations. In a separate research effort 
using the SMI rig. Digital Particle Image Velocimetry (DPIV) data was 
acquired between the wake generator and transonic rotor blade-rows. The 
MSU-TURBO simulations were run on the 24 wake generator configurations 
because the majority of DPIV data was also obtained at that configuration. 
A comparison of the unsteady velocities measured with DPIV with the MSU-
TURBO results will serve as an important evaluation of the codes' 
capabilities, strengths, and weaknesses. 
Time-shift boundaries were calculated for 100 time planes. Each 
blade pass period was split into 180 time steps. The time step must be less 
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than the time between time planes in the boundary condition. The choices 
made for these parameters have an impact on the solution accuracy and the 
computer time necessary to perform the calculation. The SMI simulations 
used the k-e turbulence model. 
MSU-TURBO Version 4.1 was designed to run most efficiently on a 
Cray supercomputer with a Secondary Storage Device (SSD). Two 
computers at the Naval Océanographie Office (NAVO) Major Shared 
Resource Center (MSRC) were used for these simulations. The first was a 
Cray-T90 with SSD and the second a Cray-SVl. During the course of the 
research the Cray-T90 was replaced by the Cray-SVl thus necessitating a 
change in platforms. 
Solntion Convergence. Convergence was determined by monitoring 
static surface pressures of each blade-row and the mass flow rate at the exit 
of the wake generator and entrance to the rotor. The solution was 
considered converged when the surface pressures were periodic and the 
difference in mass flows rates between blade-rows was less than 0.5%. 
Figure 45 shows a history of the first 3600 iterations for the close spacing 
solution. Pressures are plotted at mid span on the leading and trailing edge 
suction and pressure surfaces for each blade row. One pressure is also 
plotted for the mid span, mid chord suction surface. Figure 45 shows that 
not only is there a difference in mass flow rate at the exit of the wake 
generator and entrance of the rotor, but the magnitude of the mass flows is 
decreasing. 
Figure 46 shows the last 900 iterations as the close spacing solution 
reaches convergence. The static pressures are now periodic and the 
difference in mass flow rates is approximately 0.2%. The magnitude of the 
mass flow rate is now changing only slightly. It is important to note that the 
scales on the mass flow plots are different between Figures 45 and 46. 
Phase-lag boundary conditions, solving equations in rotating frame of 
reference, and building the initial solution from an APNASA model reduce 
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the required computational time by several orders of magnitude. The close 
spacing simulation was run on the Cray-T90 with SSD and required 120 
Megawords (Mw) of memory and 86 CPU hours to obtain a converged 
solution. The far spacing simulation was run on the Cray-SVl and required 
170 Mw of memory and 228 hours of CPU time to reach convergence. The 
large difference in CPU time is due to the Cray-SVl not having a SSD as 
well as the far solution needing 66 blade passes for convergence versus 44 
for the close simulation. The far solution also has more nodes in the axial 
plane, 238 versus 223, which accounts for some increase in computational 
time required. The far spacing convergence history was similar to the close 
spacing solution, the only exception being it took more iterations to reach 
converge. 
The output of the MSU-TURBO simulations includes the momentum 
and total energy pu, pv, pw, pe, and the density and static pressure, p and p. 
From these variables all other flow properties were calculated during post­
processing of the solutions. 
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NUMERICAL RESULTS 
Analysis of the SMI and rotor-alone experimental data demonstrated 
that interactions between the wake generator blade-row and the transonic 
rotor blade-row were most likely responsible for the observed change in 
performance when the axial spacing between the two blade-rows was varied. 
Comparison and analysis of the far and close spacing MSU-TURBO 
simulations make it possible to pinpoint exactly where the increased loss 
production occurred at close spacing and what unsteady flow mechanism 
created the loss. 
The advantage of a three-dimensional time-accurate Navier-Stokes 
code is not just the accuracy of the solution, but its ability to present 
visually the rotation of the rotor and the resulting complex flow fields 
inherent to transonic compressors. The challenge in analyzing the unsteady 
CFD results is the large volume of data produced by a simulation. The 
numerical results were analyzed with a focus on blade-row interaction loss 
and the flow mechanisms producing the loss. This section will begin by 
comparing the time-average results of the close and far spacing MSU-
TURBO simulations followed by analysis of the time-accurate loss and static 
pressure results. 
Time-Average Results 
The time-average results of the close and far spacing MSU-TURBO 
simulations were compared to show that MSU-TURBO was capable of 
accounting for the changes in performance observed experimentally. Once a 
converged simulation was obtained, the time steps from multiple solution 
flies were overlaid on a common grid and averaged. Each solution file 
consists of the flow field for a specified number of time steps written over 
one rotor blade pass period. The time - average results presented here are 
based on 4 solution flies, each containing 20 time steps. Ideally it would be 
desirable to average all 33 blade-passes for one rotor revolution. However, 
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the change in rotor mass flow rate, inlet and exit total pressure, and 
efficiency between an average of three rotor blade-passes and four were less 
than 0.15%. A comparison of the time-averaged MSU-TURBO results with 
near peak efficiency experimental data is shown in Table 9 for the 24 wake 
generator far and close spacing configurations. 
Table 9. Comparison of Time-Average MSU-TURBO with Experiment near 
Peak Efficiency 
Experiment Experiment MSU-TURBO MSU-TURBO 
Close Spacing Far Spacing Close Spacing Far Spacing 
Mass Flow 
Rate lbm/s 33.317 33.529 34.111 34.420 
Pressure 
Ratio 1.7378 1.7452 1.8373 1.8388 
Efficiency 
% 82.924 83.814 88.506 89.323 
To be consistent, the isentropic efficiency of the MSU-TURBO time-
average simulations was calculated in a similar manner as the experimental 
data using the equation 
„ _ Hi s ~ H inlet 
#2 ~Huae, 
where H = CpT. The value of Cp was determined from a polynomial equation 
as a function of the total temperature. The inlet conditions were defined as 
the reference total temperature and total pressure. At the grid exit Cp was 
calculated from the time-average total temperature at each node. The total 
enthalpies Hz and Hzs were then calculated and area averaged to determine 
the overall isentropic efficiency. 
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It is not surprising that the magnitudes shown in Table 9 are greater 
for the MSU-TURBO results. To start with the APNASA solutions used as 
boundary conditions were biased higher than the experimental results. For 
example, at close spacing the APNASA model of all three blade rows showed 
an increase of approximately 2% in choking mass flow rate, 7 % in pressure 
ratio, and 4.3 points in efficiency. The MSU-TURBO simulations were only 
run on the first two blade rows to reduce computational time while the 
experimental results of Table 9 are for the three-blade-row SMI 
configuration. Thus the losses that would be present from the downstream 
stator are not included in the overall numerical performance results. 
Another contributing factor may be because the MSU-TURBO grid did not 
extend very far downstream of the rotor trailing edge, once again to reduce 
computation time. If the grid were extended further downstream the exit 
flow would continue to mix out most likely resulting in lower efficiency and 
pressure ratio. 
The purpose of Table 9 is to show that MSU-TURBO was able to 
capture the change in efficiency between far and close spacing. The 
magnitude of the efficiency is not as important as the change in efficiency 
between the two spacings. The change in experimental efficiency for the 
data point presented in Table 9 was observed to be 0.890 points. The MSU-
TURBO simulations had a difference of 0.817 points in efficiency that 
suggests the numerical model was able to account for changes in 
performance between far and close spacing to a level very close to that 
observed experimentally. The difference in pressure ratio between the far 
and close spacing experimental data was less than the repeatability (0.008) 
of the measurement. Similarly, the MSU-TURBO simulations showed very 
little change in pressure ratio (0.0015). Since the operating point of the two 
spacings are at different flow coefficients for the same exit condition, it is 
possible to have very little change in pressure ratio even though the 
pressure rise characteristic is higher for far spacing. Another words, if data 
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were acquired at a consistent mass flow rate, the far spacing pressure ratio 
would be greater than the close spacing. The mass flow rate for the 
experiment increased by 0.64% from close to far spacing for the experiment 
while numerically it increased by 0.91%. The best comparison between the 
experiment and MSU-TURBO would be based on the choking mass flow 
rate, however, a numerical model at this operating condition was not 
performed. 
nma-Awfag* Comparison. To check if the change in efficiency 
between the close and far spacing simulations was a result of blade row 
interactions the time-average loss at the entrance to the rotor blade-row was 
compared. Denton suggested in reference [24] that the most informative 
measure of loss is entropy production. For the loss analyses presented in 
this section the entropy flux per unit area normalized by Cp (puAs/Cp) was 
chosen. This term will hereafter be used synonymously with loss. The 
change in entropy between two states is defined as 
' T " 
-flln 
P ^ 
KJ VI 
Using the time-average solution, the loss was calculated at each node and 
then averaged to obtain a single value for the close and far spacing 
simulations. Taken from the exit of the wake generator grid the close 
spacing loss was 12.34% greater than far spacing. If measured from the 
rotor grid at the rotor leading edge the close spacing loss was 22.49% 
greater than far spacing. The reason for the difference in measured loss 
between the two locations will be discussed when the time-accurate 
numerical results are presented. The time-average loss was also calculated 
at the exit of the rotor grid. At that position the close spacing loss was 
9.01% greater than far spacing. This confirms that indeed an unsteady loss 
producing mechanism exists for close spacing that is not found at far 
spacing. Increased loss exists because the blade-row spacing was reduced. 
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This also demonstrates that the change in efficiency between MSU-TURBO 
simulations was not a numerical artifact of the solution algorithm. 
Time-Accurate Results 
The simulations were set up to output the flowfield at twenty time-
steps as the rotor blade moved one blade pass. Figures in this section 
contain a few time-steps while movies of the complete simulation are found 
on a compact disk in Appendix C. 
A comparison of the close and far spacing simulation at time-step 5 is 
shown in Figure 47. The figures are contour plots of loss at 75% span. 
Plotting the loss highlights features such as shed vortices from the wake 
generator trailing edge, wake chopping and transport of the wake through 
the rotor, rotor bow shock, rotor passage shock, and boundary layers on the 
rotor blade surface. These features are seen on both the close and far 
spacing solutions. When the transonic rotor is spaced farther from the 
wake generator, more shed vortices are visible and the wake widens as it 
migrates downstream before reaching the rotor. 
It was noticed on both simulations that the wake appears to expand 
as it passed through the sliding interface between the blade-row meshes. 
This has been observed in other cases with MSU-TURBO and is a general 
feature of unsteady periodic or phase-lag boundary simulations using a 
sliding interface between meshes. It is felt that the expansion of the wake 
through the present interface would have at most a secondary effect on the 
observations made upstream at the wake generator trailing edge. It is 
because of this interface issue that the time-average loss presented 
previously is different when measured at the exit of the wake generator grid 
versus the rotor leading edge. At far spacing the wake has mixed out more 
before entering the rotor and is wider. As the wake passes through the 
sliding interface in the far spacing simulation it does not expand as much 
through the interface as it did with the close spacing simulation. 
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Figure 47. MSU-TURBO Flow Field Loss Comparison, 75% Span, Time-step 5 
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The biggest difference between the close and far spacing contour plots 
presented in Figure 47 is a region of loss found in the close spacing flow 
field not found in the far spacing flow field. This region is located near the 
trailing edge of the wake generator on the upper blade surface. 
Close spacing loss. All twenty time-steps from the solution at 75% 
span have been combined to form a movie named 24wg_close_loss.avi found 
in Appendix C. Flow fields at six equally spaced time steps from the 
simulation are shown in Figure 48. The legend for Figures 48 and all 
subsequent loss contour plots is the same as that presented in Figure 47. 
From the close spacing loss movie important insights are gained by 
analyzing the losses between the wake generator trailing edge and the rotor 
leading edge. During time-steps 1-3 a loss associated with the rotor bow 
shock is observed upstream of the middle rotor blade. This loss region 
covers about 50% wake generator pitch and extends upstream to the axial 
plane of the wake generator trailing edge. A similar loss region is evident 
from the lower rotor bow shock but the loss extends up to the lower surface 
of the wake generator trailing edge. Examination of the wake generator 
trailing edge upper surface shows a region of additional loss. This loss 
region has a peak located near 95% wake generator chord and extends into 
the flowpath 14 to 16% wake generator pitch for all time-steps. Loss from 
this peak convects downstream above the wake generator wake. From time-
steps 4-7 the loss peak moves forward on the wake generator upper surface 
and the loss downstream of the peak and above the wake thickens. At time-
step 5 the peak is centered at 92% wake generator chord. As the rotor 
blade-row continues to rotate the bow shock loss from the lower rotor blade 
moves also and no longer intersects the lower blade surface of the wake 
generator. There is little change in the bow shock loss upstream of the 
middle rotor blade and by time-step 7 the bow shock loss of the middle and 
lower rotor blades are similar in shape. 
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Figure 48. MSU-TURBO Close Spacing Loss Contours, 75% Span 
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Between time-steps 8-10 the loss region on the wake generator upper 
surface continues to propagate forward and thicken. By time-step 9 the 
peak has reached 88% wake generator chord. At time-steps 8-10 the loss 
region on the wake generator upper surface has formed two peaks. The bow 
shock loss region of the middle rotor blade changes shape and forms two 
distinct branches. From time-steps 11-13 the wake generator wake and 
convected loss from the wake generator upper surface interacts with the 
bow shock branches. The bow shock loss covers less area upstream of the 
rotor in the pitchwise direction. The loss peak on the wake generator upper 
surface is now nearly stationary. Between time-steps 10-12 the forward 
peak on the wake generator upper surface disappears leaving only one peak 
at 93% wake generator chord. From time-steps 13-16 the rotor chops the 
wake generator wake. The bow shock loss of the lower rotor splits into two 
branches as was observed previously for the middle rotor at time steps 8-10. 
Between the wake generator upper surface and the rotor leading edge the 
two waves interact with the loss convected downstream from the loss peak 
of the wake generator upper surface. At time step 14 a wave pattern is 
evident with three peaks between the wake generator trailing edge to the 
rotor leading edge. By time-step 16 there is one peak on the wake generator 
upper surface and one just downstream of the wake generator trailing edge. 
On the wake generator upper surface the single peak is present but the 
convected loss region is only present downstream of the second peak. The 
first peak is associated with the lower rotor blade and the second is 
associated with the middle rotor blade. 
For time-steps 17-20 the upstream peak produced from the lower 
rotor blade is centered about 91% wake generator chord and disappears by 
time-step 20. The loss peak from the middle rotor propagates forward and 
interacts with the wake generator trailing edge. Time-step 21 is the same 
flow field as time-step 1 with the rotor blade at a different position. The 
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process then repeats itself. The magnitude of the loss changes very little 
over time. It is the shape and area covered by the loss region that changes. 
Far »pac<"g For comparison the same six time steps for the far 
spacing simulation movie are shown in Figure 49. Review of the movie 
24wg_far_movie.avi shows that the losses associated with the rotor bow 
shock do not interact with the upstream wake generator at all and 
consequently there is no loss region on the wake generator trailing edge 
upper surface nor above the wake boundary. At time-steps 1-2 the loss 
from the lower rotor bow shock extends to the wake lower boundary. By 
time-step 3 this bow shock loss no longer reaches the wake generator wake. 
Similarities to the 24wg_close_movie.avi are seen between time-steps 6-10. 
At these times the bow shock loss changes from one large area to two small 
branches. However the branches are not as long as those observed at close 
spacing. At time-steps 11-13 two peaks are seen interacting with the wake 
upper surface. The peaks are smaller than those observed at close spacing 
and they don't propagate upstream very far. The wake is chopped by the 
rotor between time steps 12-16. Similar to close spacing the loss magnitude 
of the bow shock is nearly constant. 
Static Pressure Contour». Having established that the close spacing 
configuration produced additional loss on the upper surface of the wake 
generator trailing edge not found at far spacing, the numerical model was 
used to decipher what fluid dynamic process produced the loss. Shock-
boundary layer interaction has been shown [30] to produce boundary layer 
separation that results in higher loss. Axial velocity profiles along the wake 
generator upper surface showed no such phenomena. Static pressure 
contours have proven helpful in understanding the fluid dynamics of blade-
row interactions. Figure 50 compares static pressure contours at 75% span 
for both close and far spacing simulations at time-step 5. Pressure waves 
such as the bow shock and passage shock across which flow properties 
change rapidly are characterized by tightly packed contour lines. 
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Figure 49. MSU-TURBO Far Spacing Loss Contours, 75% Span 
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Figure 50. MSU-TURBO Static Pressure Comparison, 75% Span, Time-step 5 
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A shock wave varies in strength from strong to weak depending on the 
flow properties upstream and downstream of the shock and the orientation 
of the shock wave to the flow. The passage shock for both spacings shown 
in Figure 50 is considered strong as the static pressure increases greatly in 
a small distance. The flow across the shock goes from subsonic to 
supersonic. The passage shock is oriented slightly oblique to the rotor 
blade-to-blade flow. 
The bow shock is oblique and detached from the rotor leading edge. 
Figure 50 shows the bow shock is strongest near the rotor leading edge and 
extends into the wake generator flow field. The farther away from the rotor 
leading edge the weaker the shock becomes. Except for very near the rotor 
leading edge the Mach number across the bow shock remains supersonic. 
The changing strength of the bow shock is visible in Figure 50 as the 
pressure contours are very close together near the rotor leading edge but are 
fewer and farther apart as the bow shock approaches the lower surface of 
the wake generator. The passage shock is similar for close and far spacing 
as is the bow shock near the rotor leading edge. However, at far spacing the 
bow shock dissipates quicker than at close spacing. Thus, closer spacing 
appears to affect the strength of the bow shock away from the rotor leading 
edge. At close spacing it is the stronger portion of the bow shock wave that 
interacts with the wake generator trailing edge. What little interaction takes 
place between the bow shock and the wake generator at far spacing takes 
place on the weak part of the bow shock wave. 
From Figure 50 it is observed that the upper surface of the wake 
generator trailing edge has islands defined by numerous contour lines. 
There is a low pressure region followed by a pressure wave related to the 
rotor bow shock, followed by another low pressure region. These three 
zones will be defined as the leading low pressure region, the wake generator 
pressure wave, and the trailing low pressure region. These regions vary in 
strength during the simulation. For future reference weakening and 
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strengthening of these islands simply means the pressure magnitude 
changes and more contours lines are visible. The pressure magnitude and 
the density of the contour lines are directly related. The magnitude of the 
static pressure and the density of the contour lines define the wave 
strength. These zones are analyzed in the movie 24wg_close_p_movie.avi. 
Six time-steps from the simulation are presented in Figure 51. 
At time-step 1 a low pressure island is centered on the wake generator 
upper surface at 92% wake generator chord and extends into the flow about 
25% wake generator pitch. This is the leading low pressure region. At 96% 
chord a very high gradient region is found where the bow shock from the 
lower rotor blade has been chopped by the wake generator trailing edge. 
This is similar to what happens when a rotor blade chops a wake. The 
remnants of the bow shock wave, hereafter referred to as the wake generator 
pressure wave, also extend into the wake generator pitch about 25%. This 
is the amount the bow shock extended into the wake generator pitch at the 
time it was chopped by the wake generator. From time-steps 1-14 the 
leading low pressure region moves forward and looses strength. As it looses 
strength its pressure increases to that of the upstream flow. As the 
magnitude changes so does the density of the contour lines. By time-step 
14 the leading low pressure region has moved forward to 77% chord and by 
time-step 20 it is no longer visible. 
From time-steps 1-5 the wake generator pressure wave moves forward 
to 95% wake generator chord. Recall that the bow shock wave was chopped 
to form the wake generator pressure wave. Similar to the bow shock the 
static pressure increases across the pressure wave. As the oblique bow 
shock is chopped by the wake generator trailing edge the resulting wake 
generator pressure wave is oriented normal to the wake generator surface. 
As the wave moves forward the high pressure is still evident but the 
gradients between the wave and the upstream low pressure region are not 
as large. The pressure wave is oriented nearly normal to the wake generator 
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Figure 51. MSU-TURBO Close Spacing Static Pressure Contours, 75% Span 
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surface and extends to 22% of the wake generator pitch. At time-step 4 a 
new low pressure region fills in behind the wave. This is the trailing low 
pressure region. From time-steps 4-13 the trailing low pressure region curls 
around the wake generator trailing edge while decreasing in magnitude. At 
time-step 9 the trailing low pressure region is at 98% chord and the wake 
generator pressure wave is centered at 92% wake generator chord. Between 
time-steps 5-9 this wave looses strength. By time-step 13 the wake 
generator pressure wave is at 87% chord. The trailing low pressure region 
is at 97% chord. The wake generator pressure wave moves with the rotor 
bow shock but is normal to the wake generator blade surface. The pressure 
wave continues to weaken as it propagates forward. Between time-steps 6-
13 a low pressure region also forms on the lower surface of the wake 
generator trailing edge. 
During time-steps 13-17 the wake generator pressure wave continues 
to move forward and weaken. By time-step 17 this wave has propagated 
upstream to 83% chord. The trailing low pressure region on both surfaces 
of the trailing edge doesn't move forward but is nearly stationary. At time-
step 17 the trailing low pressure region is centered at 96% chord. The bow 
shock from the next rotor blade now approaches the wake generator trailing 
edge and begins to interact with the trailing low pressure region. The 
trailing low pressure regions on both surfaces react to the interaction by 
tilting in the upstream direction. During time-steps 18-21 the bow shock is 
chopped by the wake generator trailing edge. The new pressure wave from 
the bow shock begins to push the trailing low pressure region upstream. 
The cycle then repeats itself with the trailing low pressure region becoming 
a new leading low pressure region and a new wake generator pressure wave 
forming on the wake generator upper surface. 
Far ipac<ng •tatjç pressure. The static pressure results of the far 
spacing simulation at 75% span are found in Appendix C in the file 
24wg_far_p_movie.avi. Six time-steps from the simulation are presented in 
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Figure 52. MSU-TURBO Far Spacing Static Pressure Contours, 75% Span 
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Figure 52. It is immediately apparent that due to the larger axial gap 
between blade-rows only a weak remnant of the rotor bow shock interacts 
with the wake generator trailing edge, hereafter referred to as a bow wave. 
At no time does a pressure wave form on the upper surface of the wake 
generator. At time-step 1 a bow wave exists in both of the wake generator 
passages. From time-steps 1-11 the bow wave extending to the upper 
passage sweeps past the wake generator trailing edge. As the wave makes 
contact with the wake generator it no longer protrudes into the passage. By 
time-step 11 the bow wave that existed in the upper wake generator passage 
has vanished. Between time-steps 12-21 the next bow wave proceeds to 
move toward and enter the upper wake generator passage. 
At time-step 1 there are three low pressure regions on the wake 
generator blade surface. Two are located on the upper surface of the blade. 
A small low pressure region is located at 78% wake generator chord. This 
forward low pressure region disappears by time-step 5. The other two 
regions are found on each surface of the wake generator, extending from the 
trailing edge upstream to 97% chord. 
From time-steps 1-4 the low pressure regions at the wake generator 
trailing edge strengthen and grow in size, eventually peaking at time-step 4. 
Between time-step 5-11 these low pressure regions grow in the chordwise 
direction while weakening. As the low pressure regions move forward they 
tilt in the upstream direction from their original orientation. Between time-
steps 12-21 the low pressure regions become stronger. The formation of the 
low pressure regions coincides with the bow shock wave passing the wake 
generator trailing edge. 
Close and Far Spacing Comparison 
In summary, the MSU-TURBO simulations demonstrate that 
important differences exist between the close and far spacing flow fields that 
explain the difference in measured overall performance when blade-row 
spacing varies. Figures 47-49 highlight that the blade-row interactions at 
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close spacing produce increased loss on the wake generator trailing edge 
upper surface. Hie lower efficiency, pressure ratio, and mass flow rate 
measured in the close spacing configuration compared to the far spacing 
configuration is a result of this extra loss. 
Figures 51 show that at close spacing the rotor bow shock is actually-
chopped by the wake generator trailing edge. The shock diffracts around 
the blunt trailing edge forming a pressure wave on the upper surface of the 
wake generator that propagates upstream until it weakens. Below the wake 
generator the bow shock follows the rotor blade and thus no pressure wave 
is formed on the lower surface. The bow shock is oblique as it interacts 
with the wake generator trailing edge, but the resulting wake generator 
pressure wave that forms is oriented normal to the wake generator blade 
surface. 
At far spacing the rotor bow shock has degenerated into a pressure 
wave when it interacts with the wake generator. This weaker wave is not 
chopped by the wake generator and therefore no pressure wave forms on the 
wake generator upper surface. In this case the wake generator blocks the 
bow shock at the lower surface of the wake generator and it disappears. 
A common feature observed in both the close and far spacing 
simulations is the formation of a low pressure region after the bow shock is 
chopped. For close spacing and to some extent far, the low pressure regions 
are stationary until driven upstream by the bow shock or wake generator 
pressure wave. At far spacing the low pressure regions formed are not as 
strong as those observed at close spacing. The low pressure regions are 
driven forward by wake generator pressure wave on the upper surface of the 
rotor bow shock on the lower surface. The low pressure regions exist in 
both the close and far spacing simulations and are therefore not a product 
of reduced blade-row spacing. They are simply the result of the flow 
accelerating downstream of the rotor bow shock. This expansion zone in the 
flow was also observed by Ottavy et al [12, 13]. 
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With time-accurate simulations there is almost an unlimited amount 
of data available for analysis. Although much may be learned about the 
flow physics of blade-row interaction through a more in-depth analysis, the 
results presented here were limited to the scope of the research effort which 
was to concentrate on explaining the loss produced at close spacing. 
Numerical Model Improvement» 
The MSU-TURBO simulations do a very good job of showing where the 
additional loss is produced at close spacing and in describing the fluid 
dynamics of the blade-row interaction. As with any CFD model 
improvements can be made with finer meshes. A finer mesh would better 
resolve the bow shock, passage shock, and pressure wave. The width of the 
shocks and pressure wave would be narrower with a finer mesh. Although 
a finer mesh is more accurate it is also more susceptible to numerical 
instability. The general observations about loss production would not 
change but a finer grid would be beneficial for analyzing details of the flow 
kinematics and comparing with DPIV results. 
The consequences of the sliding interface were examined previously in 
this section. The effects of the sliding interface can be reduced through grid 
refinement. Van Zante [29] has suggested adding more cells tangentially in 
the rotor grid and unpacking the mesh so there is equal spacing at the 
interface. 
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BLADE-ROW INTERACTION LOSS PRODUCTION 
In this section a mechanism for loss production is proposed based on 
the numerical results. It is validated with unsteady static pressure 
measurements made on the wake generator blade surfaces. The spanwise 
extent of the blade-row interaction loss at close spacings is also 
investigated. Finally, the implications of blade-row interaction loss on 
compressor designed is discussed followed by suggestions for future 
research. 
Relationship Between Loss and Wake Generator Pressure Wave 
Reviewing the loss and static pressure results for close spacing 
(Figures 48 and 51) it is observed that the wake generator pressure wave is 
directly related to the production of loss on the wake generator upper 
surface. The loss peaks on the blade surface coincide with the location of 
the wake generator pressure wave in time. As the pressure wave propagates 
forward so does the loss. When the pressure wave weakens due to viscous 
effects the loss disappears. The multiple loss peaks observed at time-step 
13 of Figure 48 are due to a pressure wave chopped from the lower rotor 
blade bow shock and the bow shock from the middle rotor blade. At time-
step 17 the forward peak is from the pressure wave produced when the 
lower rotor bow shock was chopped and the peak near the wake generator 
trailing edge is from the incoming bow shock being chopped to form a new 
wake generator pressure wave. By time-step 21 the forward pressure wave 
has weakened sufficiently such that it no longer produces loss. 
There exists a pressure wave traveling along the wake generator upper 
surface that produces loss as it moves upstream until it reaches 91% chord. 
It is proposed that in the reference frame relative to the wake generator 
pressure wave, the flow is supersonic and a moving shock wave normal to 
the freestream flow is formed that produces loss. 
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Wake Generator Unsteady Static Pressure Measurements 
To validate this theory, unsteady static pressure measurements made 
with Kulite high-response transducers were analyzed and compared with 
the MSU-TURBO results. Details of the static pressure measurements were 
reported by Koch et al [311. Figure 53 from reference [31] shows the 
location of the Kulites on the wake generator. Two wake generators were 
instrumented, one on the upper surface and the other on the lower surface. 
The transducers were located at 50% and 75% wake generator span at 95%, 
89%, 83%, 70%, and 50% wake generator chord. 
Figures 54-55 compare the experimental Kulite measurements with 
MSU-TURBO static pressures predicted from the close spacing simulation at 
75% span. Two blade passes are plotted in each figure. In order to directly 
compare both data sets the numerical results from the 95% chord node 
were shifted in time until its peak lined up with the peak from the 
experimental data. The data from the remaining locations were then shifted 
in time the same amount. This allowed the phase as well as the frequency 
and magnitude of the data sets to be compared. 
The peak-to-peak pressure measured by the Kulites was greater than 
that predicted by MSU-TURBO. One of the reasons the MSU-TURBO static 
pressures are lower than the Kulite measurements is because the mass flow 
rate of the simulations was greater than the mass flow rate of the SMI rig at 
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Figure 53. Wake Generator Kulite Measurement Locations 
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Figure 54. Static Pressure Comparison at 95% and 89% Chord 
a similar operating point. Higher velocities through the wake generator 
result in lower static pressures. The numerical results show a reduction in 
the peak-to-peak magnitude as the wave travels upstream. However, the 
experimental data suggest the weakening of the pressure wave is not so 
drastic as the wave does not begin to weaken until it has reached 70% 
chord. As expected the pressure wave measured by the Kulites is sharper 
than that predicted by MSU-TURBO. A finer grid would produce a narrower 
wave. The experimental results and the 95% chord computation data show 
the upstream side of the pressure wave is steeper than the downstream 
side. As the wave moves upstream it dissipates and widens. 
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The frequency of the pressure signals changes little as the wave 
propagates upstream. The experimental average was 7.355 kHz and the 
MSU-TURBO was 7.794 kHz. The small difference is most likely a result of 
the SMI rig not rotating at exactly 100% design speed during the 
experiment. At 95% chord the numerical results are nearly in phase with 
the Kulite measurements. At 89% chord the computation begins to lag the 
experiment and the phase lag increases further at 83% and 70% chord. 
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The propagation velocity of the wake generator pressure wave, Vv 
was determined from the time it took the wave to travel the distance 
between two static pressure measurements. The Mach number of the 
pressure wave in its relative frame is defined as 
V +v 
fof — wave ~ 
' wave 
a. 
The velocity and speed of sound of the flow into which the pressure wave 
propagates are V- and a„ = ^ yRt„ . The static temperature upstream of the 
wave is determined from 
Vj 
r„=7„ 
2C„ 
Using data from the experimental tests, V=, was determined from the 
6.44% span pressure measurements described in the Wake Calibration 
section of this report. The specific heat at constant pressure and total 
temperature (Cp, T„) was obtained from conditions at the SMI rig inlet (see 
Figure 5). With Vwave determined between 95% and 89% wake generator 
chord Mwave was calculated as 1.113. Using the same values for V_, Cp, and 
T„o, but calculating Vwave between 89% and 83% wake generator chord Mwave 
was slightly lower at 1.093. 
Based on the computational results at time-step 3 the wake generator 
pressure wave Mach number was 1.181. Comparing the experimental and 
numerical data used to determine Mwave two important observations were 
made. The propagation velocity of the wave, Vwave. was lower for the MSU-
TURBO simulation and the low pressure region immediately upstream of the 
wave resulted in higher V„ and lower a». For the experimental calculation 
the conditions upstream of the wave were estimated from measurements 
made downstream of the wake generator during the wake calibration phase 
of the research program and thus would not account for any local changes 
in the flowfield due to neighboring blade-rows. 
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These calculations confirm that relative to the wake generator 
pressure wave a shock is formed as the wave propagates upstream on the 
wake generator upper surface. The loss produced on the wake generator 
upper surface is a consequence of the entropy rise across the shock wave. 
The blade-row interaction loss predicted by MSU-TURBO is likely a 
conservative estimate because the pressure wave is weaker than that 
measured experimentally and does not propagate as far upstream as the 
Kulite measurements suggested. The wake generator pressure wave 
velocity. V^e, was also higher in the experiment than that predicted 
numerically. 
Spanwise Extent of Loss Production 
Having determined how the wake generator and rotor flow fields 
interact at 75% span to produce additional loss at close spacing, it is logical 
to investigate this phenomenon over the entire span. Since the extra loss 
produced is dependent on the presence of a shock wave at close spacing the 
majority of the span would be expected to produce the loss. From reference 
[18] the sonic radius of the SMI rotor is approximately 25% span. Figure 56 
presents six time-steps from the movie 24wg_close_pitch2_movie.avi. This 
movie shows the unsteady flow field in the pitchwise plane at 93.74% wake 
generator chord. The view is from downstream looking up and the analysis 
will focus on the middle wake generator. 
Initially at time-step 1 the loss from the upper surface of the wake 
generator blade is seen on the right side of the wake generator. The loss 
region is defined by a higher magnitude loss than the freestream that is not 
part of the endwall or tip clearance losses. The loss is nearly two-
dimensional and extends from 32% to 86% span and 12% to 18% wake 
generator pitch. Above 90% span and below 10% span the endwall losses 
exist and change very little with time. Below 3% pitch profile losses are 
always evident and are also independent of time. 
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From time-steps 1-4 the loss region moves up towards the case. At 
time-step 3 the loss magnitude increases at 80% span near the blade 
surface and grows toward the case by time-step 4. By time-step 5 this 
higher loss region starts to diminish and the magnitude of the loss region is 
constant by time-step 6. At time-steps 5-6 the loss region is narrower but 
longer. At time-step 5 the loss is located between 39% and 87% span and 
from 5% to 14% pitch. 
During time-steps 7-8 the loss region thickens and is nearly constant 
in thickness from 28% span to 95% span. From time-steps 9-11 the loss 
region continues to thicken in the pitchwise direction and moves toward the 
case. At time-step 9 the loss extends from 29% to 88% span and 6% to 13% 
pitch. Between time-steps 12-15 the loss region narrows and its spanwise 
extent shrinks. At time-step 13 the loss region covers 48% to 88% span and 
5% to 16% pitch. At time-step 16 the loss region near the wake generator 
tip continues to diminish but a new loss bubble begins to form at 28% span. 
During time-steps 17-18 this new loss region nearer the hub grows in 
width and by time-step 18 the loss near the tip is no longer present. At 
time-step 17 the loss region covers 19% to 42% span and its width extends 
from 4% to 11% pitch. Between time-steps 19-20 the new loss region 
continues to grow in length and move up the span of the wake generator 
blade. 
This analysis shows that losses from the blade-row interaction exist 
from as low as 19% span all the way to the blade tip. Depending on the 
position of the rotor blade in time, the loss region varies. Two observations 
explain this phenomena. The first is that the relative Mach number of the 
flow decreases with span. Thus at lower spans the wake generator pressure 
wave formed when the rotor bow shock is chopped may not be as strong as 
at higher spans (higher relative Mach number). If the pressure wave is 
weaker to start off with it will not propagate as far upstream and will thus 
produce less loss. Furthermore the stagger angle of the rotor blade changes 
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with span. Figure 57 plots the rotor blade profile at 29% span and 75% 
span. At 29% span the rotor blade is staggered less than at 75% span. A 
bow shock at 29% span will therefore interact with the wake generator 
sooner than the bow shock at 75% span. Thus at time-step 17 only a small 
loss area results from the blade row interaction because the wake generator 
pressure wave at higher spans are not strong enough to produce loss at that 
time. Similarly the pressure wave may not exist on the wake generator 
blade surface over all spans at the same time. In other words, since the 
wake generator will chop the bow shock at different times, the pressure 
wave formed at different spans will not be in phase with each other. 
Furthermore, since the wake generator pressure wave strength varies with 
span, loss produced by the pressure wave will not extend upstream along 
the wake generator trailing edge the same amount. 
29% Span Analysis 
The movies 24wg_close_29_movie.avi and 24wg_close_29_p_movie.avi 
in Appendix C show the loss and static pressure contours at 29% span. 
Twenty nine percent span was chosen as it is the location at which the 
initial loss bubble (Figure 56, time-step 17) forms. Figure 58 presents loss 
and static pressure results at 29% span for three time-steps. Inspection of 
29% SPAN 
75% SPAN 
Figure 57. SMI Rotor Blade Profile at 29% Span and 75% Span 
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Figure 58. MSU-TURBO Loss and Static Pressure Contours at 29% Span 
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the loss contours reveals the effects from the bow shock are still present 
near the rotor blade leading edge. At time step 1 there exists a small loss 
peak at the wake generator trailing edge. This loss propagates forward a 
small distance before disappearing by time-step 8. At time-step 5 a loss 
peak forms downstream of the wake generator trailing edge. It moves 
forward on the wake generator upper surface until time-step 20 when the 
peak reaches 88% wake generator chord. The loss region is largest between 
time-steps 15-18 and extends into the blade pitch 12%. Compared to the 
loss results at 75% span the loss peaks are not as large and the loss region 
does not convect downstream above the wake generator and wake 
boundary. 
Analysis of the static pressure contours at 29% span shows the bow 
shock and passage shock are not narrow and appear more like a potential 
field. At time-step 1 the three islands observed at 75% span are visible but 
they are weaker. The leading low pressure region moves forward in time 
and weakens significantly by time-step 8. The high pressure region at the 
wake generator trailing edge at time-step 1 also propagates forward 
eventually dissipating by time-step 9. A wake generator pressure wave is 
not well defined between time-steps 1-8 and thus the corresponding loss on 
the wake generator upper surface is very small. The bow shock is chopped 
by the wake generator trailing edge between time-steps 8-16. Because the 
bow wave is wider than at 75% span, it takes more time-steps for it to be 
completely chopped. An interesting observation is that starting with time-
step 5 the interaction of the bow shock with the wake generator causes the 
bow shock to change shape. A pressure wave forms on the wake generator 
upper surface at time-step 12. It propagates forward and weakens by time-
step 20. The pressure wave formed by the middle rotor produced the loss 
peak observed between time-steps 8-20. 
At 29% span the interaction between the wake generator and rotor is 
still present although not as much loss is produced as at 75% span. The 
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wake generator pressure wave and the rotor bow shock chopped to produce 
the wave are significantly weaker than at 75% span as evidenced by fewer 
gradients defining the disturbance. The weak bow shock is detached a 
greater distance from the rotor leading edge. The wake generator pressure 
wave still orients itself normal to the wake generator upper surface as at 
75% span. The low pressure region and expansion zone behind the bow 
wave are very clear. 
Taken together, the loss and static pressure results of 75% and 29% 
span suggest that the magnitude of loss production is affected by the 
strength of the bow shock at the location it interacts with the trailing edge of 
the wake generator. Recall also in Figure 56, time-step 5 that the loss 
magnitude increased above 80% span. Thus at lower spans where the bow 
shock is weak less loss is produced while at higher spans where a stronger 
bow shock is present more loss is created. 
Design Implications 
Based on the experimental and numerical results presented here and 
the previous chapter, a loss producing mechanism between a stator and 
transonic rotor has been described and validated for the SMI rig. This new 
discovery of a rotor bow shock being chopped by an upstream stator to form 
a moving shock wave on the stator suction surface has not been previously 
published. As demonstrated by the SMI rig this blade-row interaction has a 
significant effect on the performance of the compressor stage. 
General principles that apply to transonic stator-rotor design can be 
suggested based on the insight gained from this research effort. The loss 
produced is a function of the properties of the wake generator pressure 
wave. For a moving wave the ratio of downstream to upstream static 
pressure is the major parameter governing change in fluid properties across 
the wave, including entropy. Based on the equation presented previously 
defining the Mach number of the pressure wave in the relative frame, the 
velocity and speed of sound upstream of the wave along with the 
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propagation velocity of the wave define the wave strength. Thus higher 
velocity and lower speed of sound upstream of the moving wave, and higher 
pressure wave propagation velocity will all Increase the pressure wave 
strength. To minimize the interaction loss the ideal stator blade would 
create lower velocity and higher speed of sound conditions upstream of the 
propagating wave. 
The strength of the wake generator pressure wave is directly related to 
the strength of the rotor bow shock at the location it interacts with the wake 
generator trailing edge. Factors that affect this are the spacing between 
blade-rows, the bow shock strength, and its orientation. 
As demonstrated with the SMI results there exists a spacing between 
blade-rows at which blade-row interactions are insignificant. The question 
naturally arises as to what spacing is sufficient to minimize loss production 
due to blade-row interactions. This research has shown that an axial gap is 
desired so that the rotor bow shock is not chopped at all or if chopped only 
a weak pressure wave forms that is not supersonic in the relative frame. If 
a strong pressure wave forms because the spacing is too close, additional 
loss can be produced. 
The orientation of the rotor bow shock to the stator can effect the 
strength of the shock when the two blade-rows interact. Since the bow 
shock dissipates away from the rotor leading edge it may be possible to 
optimize the stator and rotor stagger angles so that the weaker part of the 
rotor bow shock interacts with the stator trailing edge. 
Returning to the equation for M wave, it was shown that the propagation 
velocity, V*ave. was determined by the rotor rotational speed. Thus a 
reduction in blade speed would decrease the pressure wave propagation 
velocity and strength of the moving shock wave. If the pressure wave is not 
normal to stator blade suction surface then the bow shock angle would also 
affect Vwave- The smaller the angle between the stator blade and bow shock 
the higgler the propagation velocity would be. The angle of the moving wave 
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affects the magnitude of the loss production as an oblique shock generates 
less loss than a normal shock. For the SMI rig the pressure wave was 
oriented normal to the blade surface however a cambered stator may be 
oriented differently. 
The operating point of the compressor stage could have an effect on 
the strength of the chopped pressure wave. Higher back-pressure would 
cause the bow shock to detach further from the rotor leading edge putting it 
closer to the upstream blade-row. Perhaps balancing this out, the velocity 
upstream of the wave, V„, is also affected by the operating condition. Once 
the stage is unchoked, V„ could decrease with increased back-pressure. 
Based on the SMI performance characteristics the operating point affected 
the interaction only slightly. 
The number of stator and rotor blades and the pitch ratio of both 
blade rows will determine how much loss is produced by the blade-row 
interaction. Obviously the more interactions that occur between blade-rows 
the greater the overall loss due to this phenomena. The higher the blade 
solidity the more loss is produced. In addition, as shown in the 24 wake 
generator, close spacing simulation, it is possible to have multiple pressure 
waves on the stator blade suction surface if the solidity of the rotor blade-
row is greater than the solidity of the stator blade-row. 
Additional Research 
To better understand this loss production mechanism some 
suggestions for supplementary research are provided. There remains a 
substantial amount of research that can be accomplished with additional 
MSU-TURBO simulations of the SMI rig. These simulations should be run 
with a finer grid to better resolve the details of the shocks and pressure 
waves. An analytical calculation suggests that at 85% Nc the SMI rotor is 
subsonic for the entire span. A numerical simulation at this speed and 
close spacing would show if the wake generator could chop the rotor 
potential wave and produce a moving shock. Under certain conditions a 
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pressure wave may form even if a rotor bow shock is not present. The 
absence of loss production on the wake generator upper surface at 85% Nc 
would explain why the experimental data at that speed (Figure 29) showed 
little change in performance with blade-row spacing. 
A very important piece of research to be accomplished is the 
comparison of MSU-TURBO solutions with the DPIV data that have been 
acquired [28, 32-34). The unsteady kinematic flow field obtained with DPIV 
is a rare data set available for comparison and validation of time-accurate 
CFD codes capable of modeling blade-row interactions. Furthermore, by 
comparing the numerical simulations with DPIV data at various spacings 
and operating conditions, it would be possible to study how blade-row 
interactions affect wake fluid dynamics. 
This research has identified the most significant factor that produces 
additional loss at close spacing, but others may exist. The MSU-TURBO 
simulations can be studied in greater detail to determine if there exist other 
loss sources in addition to the shock-blade interaction, such as passage 
shock motion, that contributes to the overall stage loss. 
Finally, experimental results presented in the Steady-State Data 
Analysis section suggested that the efficiency at the tip actually increased at 
close spacing. The MSU-TURBO solutions should be analyzed to try and 
explain this observation. 
This research program has proved the existence of a loss producing 
mechanism resulting from blade-row interactions. It is now important to 
investigate this interaction with more realistic hardware, i.e., a cambered 
stator. The process of the rotor bow shock being chopped and forming a 
pressure wave on the upstream blade-row would still occur with a cambered 
stator. The question is how a loaded stator will affect the propagation of the 
pressure wave and will the magnitude of loss produced be different. A few 
options are available to try and answer these questions. One possibility is 
to modify the SMI wake generators to better simulate a loaded stator and 
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this is being investigated. It would be helpful to duplicate the SMI test with 
more realistic stator hardware. However, the cost and complexity of 
building a transonic research compressor with variable spacing makes this 
unlikely. A numerical study may accomplish the same thing, as it is 
possible to model an existing multistage fan or compressor and change the 
spacing in the numerical simulation. 
As reference [30] has shown a shock wave interacting with a blade 
row can also cause boundary layer separation. While not observed for the 
SMI rig it is still a possibility in other transonic compressors. It is not 
known how boundary layer separation would affect the propagation of a 
pressure wave on the stator suction surface. 
If this phenomenon is found to exist in other hardware it would be 
important to understand how to design the stator or rotor to try and 
minimize the loss produced when the bow shock interacts with the stator 
trailing edge. Some ideas were discussed previously in this chapter. To test 
these ideas an experimental or numerical simulation should be undertaken 
with the objective of varying the bow shock strength and angle and the 
stator trailing edge geometry to determine if the loss production could be 
reduced with out sacrificing performance and operability. 
Finally, an important question to be answered is what level of design 
tool is necessary in order to account for blade-row interactions in the design 
process of transonic fans and compressors. A time accurate viscous 
simulation such as MSU-TURBO takes too much time to be used during 
aerodynamic design iterations. However, models such as APNASA that 
model deterministic stresses are used today in the design cycle. Research 
has been started to compare the time-average MSU-TURBO solutions with 
APNASA solutions to see if the deterministic models in APNASA can account 
for the blade-row interaction loss observed with the SMI rig. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The effect of stator-rotor blade-row interactions on the performance of 
a transonic compressor stage using both experimental measurements and 
time-accurate computational simulations has been investigated. 
Conclusions based on analysis of the experimental and numerical results 
are now presented. 
Experimental results from the SMI and wake generator/rotor only 
tests document that the spacing between an upstream stator and 
downstream transonic rotor has a significant effect on stage performance. 
Mass flow rate, pressure ratio, and efficiency all decreased as the spacing 
between the wake generator and rotor was reduced. For the 40 wake 
generator configuration, 100% Nc, reductions as much as 3.29% in pressure 
ratio and 1.26 points efficiency were observed as spacing was changed from 
far to close. The number of blades in the wake generator blade-row also 
affected the stage performance. The higher the wake generator blade-row 
solidity the lower the pressure ratio and efficiency. This performance 
reduction was evident throughout the flow range of the pressure ratio and 
efficiency characteristics. Performance reduction with decreased spacing 
was most evident at design speed. As the corrected speed was reduced to 
85% and 70% Nc, the difference in performance with changes in blade-row 
spacing became insignificant. 
The flow capacity experiment of Chriss et al [21] revealed that loss in 
addition to wake mixing loss is present when the blade-rows are close 
together. Analysis of the CTA rake measurements made downstream of the 
rotor suggested that the increased loss was a result of blade-row 
interactions between the wake generator blade-row and transonic rotor 
blade-row. 
To determine the blade-row interaction mechanism responsible for the 
increased loss production unsteady CFD simulations were carried out using 
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MSU-TURBO for the 24 wake generator configuration at close and far 
spacings. The MSU-TURBO model was able to account for the change in 
efficiency observed experimentally between far and close spacing at an 
operating point near peak efficiency. The numerical simulations confirmed 
that additional loss was produced between blade-rows at close spacing and 
that this additional loss was produced at the wake generator trailing edge 
upper surface. 
Analysis of the MSU-TURBO simulations and high-response static 
pressure measurements acquired on the wake generator blade surface 
revealed the fluid dynamics of this additional loss producing mechanism. At 
close spacing the rotor bow shock is actually chopped by the wake generator 
trailing edge. The shock diffracts around the blunt trailing edge forming a 
pressure wave on the upper surface of the wake generator that propagates 
upstream until it weakens. The bow shock is oblique as it interacts with the 
wake generator trailing edge, but the resulting wake generator pressure 
wave that forms is oriented normal to the wake generator blade surface. In 
the reference frame relative to the wake generator pressure wave, the flow is 
supersonic and a moving shock wave exists that produces an entropy rise. 
At far spacing the rotor bow shock has degenerated into a bow wave where 
it interacts with the wake generator trailing edge and is not chopped, 
therefore no pressure wave forms on the wake generator upper surface. The 
lower efficiency, pressure ratio, and mass flow rate measured in the close 
spacing configuration compared to the far spacing configuration is a result 
of this extra loss. 
This analysis shows that additional loss generation from the blade-
row interaction exist from as low as 19% span all the way to the blade tip. 
The magnitude of loss production is affected by the strength of the bow 
shock at the location it interacts with the trailing edge of the wake 
generator. At lower spans where the bow shock is weak, less additional loss 
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is produced while at higher spans where a stronger bow shock is present 
more additional loss is suffered. 
The research has revealed a new loss producing mechanism that has 
a significant effect on stage performance and should be considered when 
designing transonic fans and compressors. Factors affecting the strength 
(and consequently loss produced) of the moving shock wave are the velocity 
and speed of sound near the stator suction surface upstream of the 
propagating wave, blade-row spacing, and rotor bow shock strength. Lower 
velocity and higher speed of sound conditions upstream of the propagating 
wave would decrease the strength of the moving wave. An axial gap is 
desired so that the rotor bow shock is not chopped at all or if chopped only 
a weak pressure wave forms that is not supersonic in the relative frame. 
Orienting the stator and rotor stagger angles so that the weaker part of the 
rotor bow shock interacts with the stator trailing edge would also reduce 
loss production. Finally, the number of stator and rotor blades and the 
pitch ratio of both blade-rows will determine how much loss is produced by 
this blade-row interaction. The higher the blade solidity the more loss is 
produced due to this phenomenon. 
There still remains some important research to be done. Additional 
simulations using MSU-TURBO with finer meshes should be compared to 
the available DPIV data set. There exists very little data suitable for 
comparison and validation of time-accurate CFD codes capable of modeling 
blade-row interactions. More and more research is being undertaken with 
unsteady Navier-Stokes codes but there is not enough understanding of how 
accurate a code is or what its limitations are. 
Future efforts should focus on investigating the impact of a pressure 
wave chopped from a rotor bow shock on a loaded upstream stator. This 
can be done numerically or experimentally. Experimental research should 
be undertaken to understand how to design the stator or rotor to try and 
minimize the additional loss produced when the rotor bow shock interacts 
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with the stator trailing edge. The comparison of APNASA steady simulations 
to the MSU-TURBO time accurate simulations will demonstrate whether 
deterministic stress models in APNASA are sufficient to account for the 
transonic stator-rotor interactions presented in this report. 
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APPENDIX A. CTA RAKE DRAWINGS 
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APPENDIX B. 24 WAKE GENERATOR PERFORMANCE PROFILES 
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APPENDIX C. MOVIES COLOR FIGURES FROM MSU-TURBO 
SIMULATIONS 
System requirements for computer disks: Windows, Apple or UNIX-based 
systems with software that supports AVI video format and reads Word 8 
documents; Windows 98 or higher; Windows Media Play Version 7 or 
higher. 
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CD-R Containing avi Files of MSU-TURBO Simulations 
24wg_close_29_p_movie.avi static pressure contours, close spacing, 
29% span 
24wg_close_29_movie.avi loss contours, close spacing, 29% span 
24wg_close_movie.avi loss contours, close spacing, 75% span 
24wg_close_p_movie.avi static pressure contours, close spacing, 
75% span 
24wg_close_pitch2_movie.avi loss contours, close spacing, 93.74% 
wake generator chord 
24wg_far_movie.avi loss contours, far spacing, 75% span 
24wg_far_p_movie.avi static pressure contours, far spacing, 
75% span 
CDR Containing Microsoft Word 97 Document of Color Figures From 
MSU-TURBO Simulations 
Figure 47. MSU-TURBO Flow Field Loss Comparison, 75% Span, 
Time-Step 5 
Figure 48. MSU-TURBO Close Spacing Loss Contours, 75% Span 
Figure 49. MSU-TURBO Far Spacing Loss Contours, 75% Span 
Figure 50. MSU-TURBO Static Pressure Comparison, 75% Span. 
Time-Step 5 
Figure 51. MSU-TURBO Close Spacing Static Pressure Contours, 
75% Span 
Figure 52. MSU-TURBO Far Spacing Static Pressure Contours, 75% 
Span 
Figure 56. MSU-TURBO Close Spacing Loss Contours, 93.74% Wake 
Generator Chord 
Figure 58. MSU-TURBO Loss and Static Pressure Contours at 29% 
Span 
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